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COMMENTARY

Top 40 Power Players
Joseph Chang New York

We present the global leaders making the greatest positive impact on their companies,
people and the industry. Also, the big wave of new CEOs portends further change
The global chemicals industry is poised for monumental
shifts ahead after navigating though unprecedented
challenges in the past two years amid the ongoing pandemic. Leaders must set winning strategies for their
companies and people in the years to come, and we’re
already witnessing game changing moves and pivots in
investment, innovation and M&A.
In this issue, we highlight the ICIS Top 40 Power Players, the CEOs and senior executives making the greatest positive impact on their companies and the industry.
These leaders were selected by the global ICIS editorial
news team for demonstrating excellence and vision in
one or more of the following areas: ESG (environmental,
social, governance), Innovation, mergers & acquisitions
(M&A)/Portfolio Management, Projects, and Profitability/Shareholder Value (see details on page 26).
ESG and sustainability in particular looms large in this
year’s Top 40 ranking, as this will clearly be a key component for future growth. The chemicals industry is
unique in that it can make the greatest impact on the
environment in two key aspects - decarbonsising its
own operations (being an energy-intensive sector), and
producing products that enable customers to decarbonise and meet their own sustainability goals.

ESG and sustainability in particular
looms large in this year’s Top 40 ranking,
as this will clearly be a key component
for future growth
Already, CEOs are guiding their companies towards
setting greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction targets, many with a goal of reaching net zero by 2050 or
earlier along with intermediate targets in 2025 and
2030. Plastics recycling targets also feature prominently in sustainability goals.
Much will depend on investment in new technologies, and encouragingly, some leaders have already
committed to spending substantial capital in the coming years to meet ambitious goals.
Industry leaders are also focusing more capital on
products that promote sustainability, most notably in
M&A and divestitures, along with new projects. As the
consumer mindset has shifted, profit growth and sustainability are tied together more than ever.
Another exciting development is the big wave of new
CEOs in the industry. We’ve not seen such change in
decades. Check them out in our Ones to Watch! ■

Chemical Data Houston

Have you seen the ICB website? Get the latest stories at
icis.com/subscriber/icb

Wall Street clients vied to get Charlie to speak at their
events, where they called him “The Legend.”
After hiring Chemical Data for advice, one of the
wealthiest people in the world remarked that a session
with Charlie was like “talking to an encyclopedia.” With a
sharp intellect and photographic memory, he earned
these and many other accolades during 40+ years of
consulting in oil, chemicals, and plastics.
Despite his talents, he was always humble. To those of
us who worked with him, he was simply “Charlie”. Charlie
was one of three visionaries who started Chemical Data
in 1979. During that time, prices were very steady. With so
little volatility, where was the need for a consulting company that analysed our markets and forecast prices?
However, the world was changing, as the Iranian revolution and Arab oil embargo triggered double-dip recessions in 1980. Conventional wisdom at the time said
that prices during a recession always slumped with diminished demand. Upstart Chemical Data caused a stir
by publishing that prices would go higher, driven by insufficient oil supply. That proved to be correct and validated the need for Chemical Data’s services.
Always striving to “Get the Right Answer,” this was
one of many independent insights that clients came to
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Chemical Data

Charles M Sievert Jr – ‘The Legend’

Charlie Sievert (15 Jan 1947 – 21 Dec 2021) chemical engineer, Vietnam veteran, co-founding
partner of Chemical Data
rely upon from Charlie and his colleagues. The company embarked on four decades of steady growth. Halfway through, the two other founding partners retired.
Continued on P7 ❯❯
www.icis.com
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Briefing
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AMERICAS
SK Capital, Heubach close
on Clariant’s colourants

A consortium led by US private investment firm SK Capital Partners
and The Heubach Group closed
on a deal to acquire Clariant’s global colourants business, the companies announced on Monday. The
combined business will operate
under the Heubach brand. The
headquarters of the Heubach
Group will be established in Vienna, Austria.

US RPM uncertain on supply chain impact

US specialty coatings and sealants
company RPM International saw an
adverse sales impact of $500m
from the supply chain issues over
the past three quarters. Limited access to certain raw materials cost
RPM about $200m in sales in Q2 –
following $200m in Q1 and $100m
in Q4 of fiscal 2021. However, the
company is not quantifying potential impacts the ongoing supply
chain challenges and the coronavirus’ Omicron variant may have on
its sales currently, its top executives said on Wednesday.

Element Solutions
confirms cyber incident

US specialty chemicals company
Element Solutions recently detected a cyber intrusion in its IT system.
The company quickly contained
the incident and implemented
business continuity and data recovery protocols. It also hired
cyber security experts and notified
the relevant law enforcement authorities. Element did not say when
exactly the incident started or was
detected. The impact is expected
to be limited and will not affect
2022 sales and profits.

US SBR ADD decisions
expected in late April

The US Department of Commerce
will continue its styrene butadiene
rubber (SBR) antidumping investigation with preliminary duty determinations due 25 April, according
to a release. The US International
Trade Commission (ITC) deterwww.icis.com
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Pic of the week

Ford doubles electric truck target
Ford’s has almost doubled the production target for its F-150
Lightning truck to 150,000 vehicles/year. Customer deliveries
are expected to begin in spring 2022 for the $40,000 vehicle.

mined late last week that there is
reasonable indication that emulsion
SBR (ESBR) imports from the Czech
Republic, Italy and Russia are materially injuring the US industry and
being sold at less than fair value.

ExxonMobil US Baytown
run rates still reduced

Units at the ExxonMobil refinery
in Baytown, Texas, continue to
run at reduced rates, according
to a company spokesperson, following a 23 December fire. ExxonMobil did not specify which
units are running at reduced rates
or the utilisation rates. As of 3
January, all four hospitalised contractors had been discharged
from the hospital, according to a
community letter on the Baytown
site’s official Twitter. The fire occurred at hydrodesulphurisation
unit 1 (HDU1), which has been
shut down, the company said.

US Calumet raises funds
for renewable hydrogen

Calumet Specialty Products Partners’ affiliate Montana Renewables
(MRL) has closed $50m of project
financing from Stonebriar Com-

mercial Finance related to the
planned construction of a renewable hydrogen plant for Calumet’s
renewable diesel business in Great
Falls, Montana, Calumet said on
Tuesday. The renewable hydrogen
plant, which is expected to be operational in Q4 2022, will allow increased production of renewable
diesel and further reduce the carbon intensity of MRL products.

OPEC appoints Kuwait
governor secretary general

OPEC has appointed the Kuwaiti
governor, Haitham Al-Ghai, as its
secretary general, effective 1 August, the crude cartel said on
Monday. Al-Ghai has been appointed for a period of three years.
He will replace Nigeria’s Mohammad Sanusi Barkindo, in the post
since 2016. Al-Ghai is deputy managing director for marketing at the
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation
(KPC). He was Kuwait’s OPEC governor from 2017 to June 2021.

SI Group appoints new CFO

US specialty chemicals and additives company SI Group has appointed Rustom Jilla as its new

CFO, effective 4 January. Jilla was
most recently CFO at International Flavors and Fragrances (IFF).

US Pactiv Evergreen sells
business in Asia

US fresh food and beverage packaging company Pactiv Evergreen
will sell its carton packaging and
filling machinery businesses in
China, Korea and Taiwan to SIG
Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft for an enterprise value of
about $335m. The divestment, to
be completed in Q3, was a strategic step in Pactiv’s overall transformation, said CEO Michael King.
For 2021, revenue should be about
$160m and adjusted earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortisation of about $28m.

ASK Chemicals starts up
new plant in Mexico

Germany-based specialty chemicals firm ASK Chemicals has started up a new plant at El Carmen
near Monterrey in Mexico’s Nuevo
Leon state. The plant started producing no-bake and cold-box
binders, with other product lines
to follow in coming months. The
Mexican plant would help ASK
meet growing demand from one
of the most important markets for
the international automotive industry and its suppliers, it said in a
brief statement on Monday. Details about capacities or investment sums were not disclosed.

ASIA
Roehm to expand
Shanghai PMMA capacity

Germany’s Roehm will expand
the production capacity of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
moulding compounds in Shanghai, China by the second quarter
of 2023. Details of the additional
capacity were not disclosed in
the company’s statement dated 3
January. Roehm currently operates a 100,000 tonne/year methyl methacrylate (MMA) plant
and a 40,000 tonne/year PMMA
plant in Caojing, Shanghai, according to ICIS Supply and De❯❯
mand Database.
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❯❯ Japan December
manufacturing PMI slips

Japan’s manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) slipped
to 54.3 in December from 54.5 in
November, based on a survey by
financial institution au Jibun Bank.
A PMI reading above 50 indicates
expansion in the manufacturing
economy, while a lower number
denotes contraction. New orders
at Japanese manufacturers rose
at a softer pace at the end of
2021, the bank stated.

Singapore Q4 GDP
expands by 5.9%

Singapore’s economy expanded
by 5.9% year on year in Q4, supported by strong growth in the
manufacturing sector, official preliminary data showed. Manufacturing expanded by 14% year on year
in October-December 2021, faster
than the 7.9% growth posted in the
third quarter, as output across all
industrial segments grew, the Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI)
said in a statement. For the whole
of 2021, Singapore’s economy
posted a 7.2% growth, reversing
the 5.4% contraction in 2020.

Sinopec to raise January
base oils output

China’s state-run oil giant Sinopec will raise its January base
oils production to around
100,000 tonnes, up by about
17.6% month on month, a company source said. This is due to
stable operations of Sinopec’s
base oils units, with no routine
maintenance scheduled in January. Gaoqiao Petrochemical’s
Group I and Group II base oils
plants were restarted in mid-December 2021 and failed to
achieve full production in that
month. Sinopec’s base oils output stood at around 85,000
tonnes in December 2021, according to the source.

For real-time news and analysis
from our global team of reporters,
visit: icis.com/about/news

on the supply of polymer grade
propylene, with a raised volume
(plus or minus 10%) effective 1 December 2021, from 100,000
tonnes/year previously, Advanced
Petrochemical said.

China December PE output
up 3.0%

China’s polyethylene (PE) output
in December increased by 3.0%
month on month to 2.06m
tonnes, ICIS data showed. On a
year-on-year basis, domestic PE
production increased by 12.7% in
December 2021. Domestic low
density polyethylene (LDPE) output in the month stood at
236,900 tonnes. The linear low
density polyethylene (LLDPE)
production in China totalled
955,700 tonnes, while high density polyethylene (HDPE) output
stood at 866,600 tonnes.

EUROPE
Russian gas flows to
Europe drop by 25% in Q4

Russian pipeline exports to Europe dropped by 25% year on
year in the fourth quarter of
2021 amid strong weather-driven demand and record-high injections into Russian storage
sites, which fed into the bullish
picture lifting prices across the
European gas markets. With the
new 55 billion cumic metres/
year Nord Stream pipeline not
expected to come online before
the second half of 2022, it is unlikely that Russian flows to Europe will significantly rise above
the levels seen in the fourth
quarter for the rest of winter.

Germany needs natgas as
bridge – VCI

Chemical and other industrial producers in Germany will need natural gas as an “essential bridge technology” until there is enough
renewable power capacity, chemical trade group VCI said. The country is set to end all remaining nuclear power generation by the end
of 2022, and seeks to phase out the
use of coal by the end of 2030.
However the buildup of renewable
energies is advancing slowly - despite the political will and the government’s determination and efforts, said Wolfgang Grosse Entrup,
VCI’s director general.

Turkey gets first Starlinger
R-PET plant

Turkish recycled polyethylene terephthalate (R-PET) flake producer
Başatlı Boru Profil will become the
first recycler in the country to install
a Starlinger PET bottle-to-bottle recycling system, Austria’s Starlinger
announced late last month. The recycling system will allow Basatli to
make food-grade pellet used for
preform production in the bottleto-bottle sector. Evaluation of the
project by the European Food
Safety Authority (EFSA) is currently
underway according to Starlinger’s
press release.

Germany’s ASK Chemicals
starts up new Mexico plant

Germany-based specialty chemicals firm ASK Chemicals has
started up a new plant at El Carmen near Monterrey in Mexico’s
Nuevo Leon state. The plant started producing no-bake and coldbox binders, with other product

Jens Buettner/EPA/Shutterstock

Russian gas supplies to Europe dropped by 25% in Q4
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lines to follow in coming months.
The Mexican plant would help
ASK meet growing demand from
one of the most important markets for the international automotive industry and its suppliers, it
said in a brief statement.

BASF launches €3bn share
buyback programme

BASF is to buy back shares worth
up to €3bn, the major chemicals
producer announced, as part of a
strategy to promote organic
growth. The bellwether of the European chemicals industry “will
continue to prioritise organic
growth in its use of capital, while
acquisitions are currently of lower
relevance for the company”, BASF
said in a statement. The programme will start in January and
run until the end of 2023 and will
be held on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Xetra), making use of the
safe-harbour exemption for buyback programmes from the EU
Market Abuse Regulation.

Faerch Group to acquire
German PACCOR

Denmark’s Faerch Group is set to
acquire the German packaging
producer PACCOR as part of
Faerch’s long-term growth plan
towards circularity. The acquisition, once approved, will give
Faerch greater access to the dairy
sector, where PACCOR produces
protective packaging for yoghurt,
spreads and ice cream packaging.
The acquisition comprises 16 production sites and more than
3,400 employees.

More calls for intervention
on UK energy crisis

Advanced Petrochemical,
SATORP extend deal

Saudi Arabia’s Advanced Petrochemical will get increased annual
propylene (C3) supply of 120,000
tonnes from Saudi Aramco Total
Refining and Petrochemical Co
(SATORP) for the next four years
until end-2025. The two companies agreed to extend their deal

Click on the headline to read
the full story

The unprecedented rise in global
energy prices has put severe strain
on UK energy markets. A total of 28
energy suppliers have gone bust in
2021, with the UK energy regulator
announcing its blueprint to reform
retail energy market policies last
month. However, attention is swiftly changing to the potential fallout
of the current crisis on energy consumers, with the protection afforded by the current energy price cap
level set to expire in April.
www.icis.com
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❯❯ Continued from P4
Being an ex-Navy officer, Charlie
took the helm as president of
Chemical Data.
As new consultants replaced
the retired partners, Charlie became an excellent mentor.
Through his leadership, the company continued to flourish. If a client joined Chemical Data, the client stayed. The same held true for
employees. If you were fortunate
enough to be hired by Chemical

Data, you stayed. Charlie understood that employee turnover was
bad for clients, and that client
turnover was bad for business.
Such high loyalty reflected
more than doing consistently
good work. Charlie treated everyone well, with generosity, integrity,
fairness, and respect. Even during
the crunch of publication cycles,
Charlie always had time for you. If
a client called, Chemical Data answered. That was Charlie’s style,

and it permeated through the
company. His pleasure to talk with
you was genuine. If you knocked
on his office door, no matter how
busy he was, Charlie would look
up from his desk, smile, and greet
you with a cheerful “Come in!”
When Chemical Data was acquired by ICIS in 2020, the company was running well. A transition plan was already in place.
After a 50-year career with the US
Navy, Exxon, and Chemical Data,

Charlie was ready to retire, which
he did in December of 2020.
Charlie had a passion for his
business, this industry, fine wines,
and playing poker in Las Vegas.
Unfortunately, his last hand was
dealt far too soon. We will miss
his vast knowledge, his warmth,
his compassion, and his humor.
The industry has lost an icon, and
there will never be another mind
like his. We at Chemical Data
have lost a wonderful friend. ■

Slower but solid US growth
Economic outlook Joseph Chang New York & Kevin Swift Charlotte

ICIS projects solid US GDP growth of 4.2% for 2022 even in the face of Omicron and a tightening Fed
The US economy is at a crossroads, with a transition to midcycle amid the spread of the
more contagious but milder
Omicron variant of the coronavirus and the Federal Reserve’s
pivot towards tightening monetary policy to tame high inflation.
This all points to slower, yet
still healthy, US economic
growth in 2022. For the US
chemicals
industry,
while
growth will not be gangbusters
as seen in Q2 and Q3 2021, demand will be supported by a
relatively healthy consumer, recovering auto production, robust housing construction and
the new $1tr infrastructure bill
signed into law in November.
ICIS projects US GDP to slow
to a still solid 4.2% in 2022 after
growth of 5.7% in 2021. However,
the level of uncertainty is much
higher as the Omicron variant’s
impact evolves.
It is clear that inflation pressures will persist in 2022. The US
Consumer Price Index (CPI)
jumped 0.8% in November, and
was up 6.8% year on year – the
highest in 39 years. Contributing
to the gain were energy, shelter,
food, and new and used vehicles,
with price pressure widespread
among segments. Core CPI excluding food and energy was up
0.6% month on month and 4.9%
year on year – still high no matter
how you slice it.
www.icis.com
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Economists’ consensus expectations are for CPI inflation
gains of 4.6% for 2021 and 4.4%
in 2022 with risks to the upside.
The Fed will accelerate the tapering of asset purchases, and
recently indicated interest rate
hikes could come sooner than
expected. According to the Fed
committee’s “dot plots”, three
rates hikes appear to be in the
cards during 2022 with three
more in 2023.
Fed chair Jerome Powell said
the economy is making rapid
progress towards full employment while inflation is expected
to be more persistent than initially anticipated.
Meanwhile, consumers continue their spending spree even
in the face of higher prices. Retail
sales advanced 0.3% month on
month in November, which

lagged inflation, suggesting a
decline in retail volumes. However, retail sales were 18.2% above
year-ago levels.
Light vehicles sales fell 3.6% in
December to a seasonally adjusted annual rate (SAAR) of 12.4m
units - down 23.8% year on year.
The latest data on assemblies,
however, indicates improvement
despite chip shortages.
With still healthy economic
fundamentals, ICIS projects light
vehicle sales reaching 16.3m
units (above consensus of 15.9m)
in 2022 versus consensus of
15.2m for 2021 and an actual
14.5m in 2020. This would put
sales back in the pre-pandemic
range of around 16-17m.
Housing activity continues at
a strong pace with November
starts jumping 11.8% to a SAAR of
1.68m. The forward-looking per-

mits data rose as well and at a
1.71m pace suggests further
gains in starts. Headwinds from
escalating prices have yet to
cause a meaningful slowdown
and low interest rates
ICIS projects housing starts
of 1.63m in 2022 (above the
consensus of 1.57m) versus
consensus estimates of 1.59m
for 2021.
Despite supply chain disruptions and shortages of labour
and materials, overall manufacturing activity continues to be
robust.
The December US ISM Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’
Index (PMI) actually fell 2.4
points to a still healthy 58.7, for
the 19th consecutive month of
expansion (above 50).
The rate of price increases
slowed considerably with a 14.2
point decline in the prices subindex. Customer inventories improved but are still too low.
The fundamentals of the US
economy remain strong thus far,
even in the face of uncertainty
over the Omicron variant and the
wearing off of super-changed fiscal stimulus during the height of
the pandemic.
The Fed is clearly taking a
more hawkish stance to control
inflation. The economy will have
to contend with what is likely to
be a series of interest rate hikes
in 2022. ■
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RCEP trade in effect
The world’s largest trade pact is now in effect and could eventually have dramatic
impacts on trade flows. Southeast Asia may draw more investment from multinationals

The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP), the world’s largest trade pact, came into effect
on 1 January, lowering trade barriers between most
countries in the Asia Pacific, but its positive effects are
expected to vary between member nations.
The RCEP trade deal between the 10-member Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), Japan,
China, South Korea, Australia and New Zealand covers
around 30% each of global GDP, population and merchandise trade flows.
India was originally party to the RCEP negotiations,
but it left the deal in 2019 due to concerns over the protection of its national interests and local industries.
The benefits from RCEP fall into two main categories,
according to the Monetary Authority of Singapore
(MAS) in a recent report.
The first is tariff reductions, scheduled under the
agreement over a 25-year period. The RCEP will eliminate 90% of tariffs within the bloc.
While many tariffs will be abolished immediately, others will be reduced gradually during a 20-year period.
The tariffs that remain in force will be mainly limited
to specific products in strategic sectors, such as agriculture and the automotive industry, in which many of
the RCEP members have opted out from trade liberalisation commitments.
The RCEP also constitutes the first formal trade
agreement between Japan and each of the other two
North Asian countries.
The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS)

“The ASEAN countries, in particular,
may offer a favourable proposition
both to Chinese firms and to
multinational corporations seeking to
diversify their production centres”

Have you seen the ICB website?
Get the latest stories at
icis.com/subscriber/icb

Together, the three Asian countries account for about
24% of the world’s economy, with a combined yearly
trading volume of over $720bn, US law firm Baker McKenzie said in a report.
“For example, China exporters are expected to
benefit from increased exports of certain textile,
chemical and plastic products to Japan due to immediate or gradual elimination or reduction of applicable tariffs,” it said.
For China’s exports to South Korea, current remaining
tariffs on electrical machinery and equipment as well as
certain metal products will also be gradually lifted,
Baker McKenzie said.
The direct impact of the tariff reductions on ASEAN
countries will be more limited, given that RCEP consoli-
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Nurluqman Suratman Singapore

Southeast Asia trade and investment could
flourish with RCEP trade deal
dates ASEAN’s existing trade agreements with other
RCEP signatories.

Rules of origin
The second category of gains comes from harmonisation of “rules of origin”.
These rules govern the assessment of locally produced content in a product, from the perspective of eligibility to benefit from preferential tariff rates.
“Regional cumulation provisions will also allow businesses to take advantage of regional supply chains… Key
sectors include processed food and chemicals and plastics,” the Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry said.
The availability of a common set of rules of origin
(CRO) among the 15 countries is expected to facilitate
cross-border integration of supply chains and to draw
foreign direct investment flows into the region.
“The ASEAN countries, in particular, may offer a favourable proposition both to Chinese firms and to multinational corporations seeking to diversify their production centres,” according to Singapore’s central bank, the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS).
Boon for intraregional exports
Trade between the bloc’s 15 economies was already
worth about $2.3tr in 2019, and analysis by the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) showed that the agreement’s tariff concessions
could further boost exports within the newly formed alliance by nearly 2%, or around $42bn.
This would result from trade creation as lower tariffs
would stimulate trade between members by nearly
$17bn, and trade diversion as lower tariffs within the
RCEP would redirect trade valued at nearly $25bn away
from non-members to members, the UNCTAD said.
Uneven benefits
RCEP members are expected to benefit to varying extents from the agreement, with tariff reductions differwww.icis.com
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ing significantly across product and economies, according to the MAS.
Only 8.4% of ASEAN countries’ goods exports will see
tariff reductions, with an average tariff reduction of only
0.7% by the 20th year, reflecting the fact that the bloc
has existing “ASEAN+1” bilateral free trade agreements
(FTAs) with all the other RCEP signatories.
The North Asian countries will cut tariff rates more
significantly in the early years, while for ASEAN, reductions in tariffs are smaller but pick up pace in the
later years.
“Tariff concessions are expected to produce higher
trade effects for the largest economies of the bloc, not
because of negotiations asymmetries, but largely due
to the already low tariffs between many of the other
RCEP members,” UNCTAD said.
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

“As the process of integration of RCEP
members goes further, these diversion
effects could be magnified, a factor that
should not be underestimated by nonRCEP members”

Japan would benefit the most from RCEP tariff concessions, largely because of trade diversion effects, according to UNCTAD.
The country’s exports are expected to rise by about
$20bn, an increase equivalent to about 5.5% relative to
its exports to RCEP members in 2019.
On the other hand, UNCTAD calculations show RCEP
tariff concessions may end up lowering exports for
Cambodia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Vietnam.
“This would stem primarily from the negative
trade diversion effects, the report says, as some exports of these economies are expected to be diverted to the advantage of other RCEP members because of differences in the magnitude of tariff
concessions,” it said.
“For example, some of the imports of China from Vietnam will be replaced by imports from Japan because
of the stronger tariff liberalisation between China and
Japan,” UNCTAD said.
However, the overall negative effects for some of
the RCEP members don’t imply that they would
have been better off by remaining outside of the
RCEP agreement.
“Even without considering the other benefits of
the RCEP agreement besides tariff concessions, the
trade creation effects associated with participation
in RCEP softens the negative trade diversion effects,” UNCTAD added.
For example, for Thailand, trade creation effects
would completely compensate for the negative trade
diversion effects.
Overall, the UNCTAD report finds that the entire
region will benefit from RCEP’s tariff concessions,
with most of the gains from trade diverted away
from non-members.
“As the process of integration of RCEP members goes
further, these diversion effects could be magnified, a
factor that should not be underestimated by non-RCEP
members,” said UNCTAD. ■
www.icis.com
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Think Tank
Nigel Davis London

Europe natural gas volatility in focus
In Europe, petrochemical players are
keeping a close eye on natural gas
prices. Higher energy costs certainly
will colour the operating and margin
environment in the first few weeks
and months of 2022.
Soaring gas prices are a major element of rising cost inflation across
Europe, where domestic consumers
are burdened with hefty energy bills.
Short-term price spikes in 2021
led to the closure of some natural
gas reliant production facilities. Most
industrial consumers may operate
with longer term gas contracts but
will be eyeing fundamentals closely.
Some have tried to impose energy
cost surcharges on customers.
There has to be concern over the
possibility of sustained cost inflation,
a point made by the chief executive
of the UK’s Chemical Industries
Association, Steve Elliott. It would
dampen demand in both industrial
and consumer markets and challenge the case for continued and
new investment, he said.
Cold weather in October and
November helped drive gas spot
prices up in Europe to high points in
December and led to a sharp rundown of gas in storage as ICIS
Deputy Editor – European Spot Gas
Markets, Alice Casagni explains in
this week’s ICIS Think Tank podcast.
Europe’s gas storage levels are
now about 20 percentage points

lower than recent historical
norms. Colder weather over the
next two months could drive prices higher again.
Also Russia’s Gazprom has reduced gas volumes exported
through pipelines running through
Poland and Ukraine. This put huge
pressure on traders that had to wait
until the end of each day to know
how much gas was flowing through
the pipelines and available. Demand
was increasing as recovery from the
pandemic lockdowns took off.

Europe’s gas storage levels
are now about 20
percentage points lower
than recent historical norms
Gazprom currently has much
higher gas volumes in storage than
usual so its actions over the coming
weeks and months will be critical to
Europe’s supply.
Meanwhile, tightness could be relieved by higher liquefied natural gas
(LNG) imports expected this January.
Nevertheless, as the winter continues to bear down on the continent, all gas consumers remain
exposed to price volatility.
Click here to listen to the ICIS
Think Tank podcast on gas price
volatility in winter 2022
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Briefing
EUROPE

Etac, butac upstream limits
price pressure

Pricing in the European ethyl acetate (etac) and butyl acetate
(butac) markets reached record
highs during 2021 on supply disruptions and feedstock limitations,
though prices fell towards the end
of the year on seasonal low demand and rebalanced supply. Early
2022 will see continued price pressure on improved availability,
though elevated energy and feedstock costs are likely to maintain
prices above historical levels.

After historic Q4, Europe
ADA market still stormy

After a historic and challenging
year for the European adipic acid
(ADA) market, with prices hitting
record highs in November, the
market is far from out of the
storm. More turbulence is widely
expected in 2022, as stocks of
natural gas, a key source of energy in ADA and feedstock ammonia production, were well below
their five-year average at the beginning of gas winter 2021. Producers in particular are thus more
than a little concerned about
pressures on the market in 2022.

MPG, PO supply to remain
tight amid robust demand

European mono propylene oxide
(MPG) and propylene oxide (PO)
supply is expected to remain
constrained into 2022 as stocks
have long been depleted and will
take time to replenish, especially
amid strong demand. Europe PO
contracts are typically formula-

based and are set at propylene
values plus an adder. Adders on
2022 contracts will be higher
compared with 2021 as reduced
merchant availability and new
downstream capacities have increased pressure on buyers to
secure reliable volumes.

Capro, nylon demand on
road to recovery

European demand for caprolactam (capro) and nylon 6 will increase in 2022, with automotive
offtake expected to recover substantially from the lows of 2021.
Nylon 6,6 should also see a boost
in demand in 2022 as the automotive industry is its main consumer.
While an auto recovery in the early
part of 2022 is unlikely, full-year
capro demand is expected to be
higher than in 2021 overall.

PA bullish, but potential
softening in H2

The European phthalic anhydride
market is bullish on 2022, but
there remains some concern over
a possible downturn in the second
half of the year. The timing and the
scope of the cooldown are debated, but ICIS analysts forecast
growth over the next 12 months.

Turkey’s PE, PP set for rocky
start as lira collapses
President Recep Tayyip Erodgan
dominates Turkish political life but
his somewhat outlandish style of
governance has long had real effects for the country’s residents.
Polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) players are already increasingly gloomy on their out-

look, with most unwilling to look
more than few weeks into the future. This sets the scene for what
could be a difficult year for Turkish
polymers. PE and PP players’ focus
has shifted away from raw material costs and recovering demand
and is now entirely on the economy and the travails of the lira.

SAN supply to improve in H2

Supply is expected to become
more balanced in Q1 2022 or by
the second half of 2022 in the
European styrene-acrylonitrile
(SAN) market, since December
supply recovered closer to balanced levels. Meanwhile, household sector demand is expected
to remain strong until H2 2022.
Supply was tighter in October
and November 2021 due to production issues in the market. December supply recovered in
comparison, despite some pockets of tightness remaining for
compounding material.

AMERICAS

Robust demand, tight
supply hit US paraffin wax

Sustained robust US paraffin wax
demand is likely to face tighter
supply in Q1 2022. Market participants have indicated persistently
strong demand for refined and
slack waxes, though not at levels
that have pushed prices higher
yet. Availability remains a concern, with somewhat limited supply of some grades of refined
wax, which could tighten further
as a result of firm shipping costs,
which began to increase again
within Asia and for the Asia-to-

Europe route in December. US
buyers are concerned that such
increases could also take place
for the Asia-to-Americas route.

Bullish feedstocks, logistics
hit US fatty alcohols

Bullish feedstock costs and worsening shipping logistics are expected to underpin US fatty alcohols markets in H1 2022 against
the backdrop of pent-up demand
globally during the pandemic. Demand for multiple chains of fatty
alcohols continue to outpace
available supply as worsening
supply chain constraints globally
continue to disrupt imports, primarily from southeast Asia.

Supply chain woes to keep
US base oils tight

While H1 2022 is not expected to
be a repeat of the chaotic H1
2021, US base oils market players
could face persistently high posted price levels until supply and
demand rebalance and additive
shortages clear. Pricing power remains with sellers, and security of
supply is paramount for most
buyers after unprecedented difficulty finding product in 2021.
Base oil supply levels are recovering, but consumers continue to
face supply chain challenges that
support pent-up demand.

Robust demand to sustain
US PX

Strong demand for US paraxylene
(PX) is expected to continue into
early 2022. Intermediate purified
terephthalic acid (PTA) consumption into polyethylene terephthalate (PET) resin should continue at
healthy rates, defying seasonality
in North America. PET plants are
running smoothly at or near capacity, as buyers re-stock inventories after months of tight supply
due to production disruptions and
consistently strong demand.

US nylon supply to improve
as producers regain footing

US nylon supply is expected to remain snug in the first half of 2022
but the picture is much brighter
than it was several months ago.
Supply of both nylon 6 and 6,6 is
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US polyols supply tightness,
strong demand persists

US polyols supplies are expected
to stay tight while demand remains strong at the outset of Q1
2022. Market sources have indicated that polyether polyol supplies have been tight for months
as production issues persist. Production facilities in the US Gulf
Coast region were impacted by
Hurricane Ida earlier this year.

ASIA

Weak Asia methanol
market expected for H1

Asia’s methanol supply is likely to
stay ample but demand is less
likely to improve in the first of half
of 2022, thus keeping the overall
market bearish in months ahead.
Recovery in Asia’s methanol supply, coupled with an underperforming methanol downstream
market had already pulled prices
off from record-high levels of
over $500/tonne CFR (cost and
freight) China.

Tough times ahead for
Asian plasticizers makers

Asian plasticizers makers are expected to face tough times
ahead, at least for most of firsthalf of 2022 as slow demand and
ample supplies in China would
mean lower imports and higher
exports from the country. The
impact of stubborn weak demand in China on the region has
already been felt in fourth quarter of 2021. For instance, diisononyl phthalate (DINP), dioctyl
terephthalate (DOTP) and dioctyl
phthalate (DOP) average import
prices in late December were
each at their lowest since February 2021.

Asia MA tight, demand
depends on pandemic

Asian maleic anhydride (MA) market may continue to see tight spot
availability early in 2022. The supwww.icis.com
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ply situation may potentially ease
after the Lunar New Year holiday,
but is subject to feedstock butane
price volatility. Spot demand
would largely hinge on the regional COVID-19 situation and macroeconomic performance. The
southeast Asian import market
saw an overall uptrend throughout 2021.

China benzene continues
to see supply constraints

China’s benzene supply tightness
will extend into 2022 because
downstream capacity expansions may exceed those for benzene, although the market could
fluctuate for some time amid a
mismatch
supply-demand
caused by the different pace at
which of benzene and downstream plants start up. Integrated
refiners are showing more interest in developing downstream to
avoid the risks of merely producing feedstocks, while standalone
downstream producers keep on
expanding their units.

China propylene moves up
a gear in 2022

The Chinese propylene market is
expected to see high-speed capacity expansions continuing
into 2022. China’s effective propylene capacity was estimated to
have reached 46.04m tonnes/
year at the end of 2021, with expansions mainly driven by startups of large refining and petrochemical
complexes.
New
capacities added from end-2021
into 2022 are estimated at
9.806m tonnes/year, according
to ICIS statistics.

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA

Middle East polyols Q1
demand uncertain

Middle East polyols market outlook is somewhat uncertain in
the first quarter of 2022 as a result of spread of the Omicron
COVID-19 variant and still very
high freight rates making shipment costs expensive. The market for polyols in the Middle East
saw a lot of volatility in 2021, as it
closely tracked the prices of its
feedstock propylene oxide (PO).

Shutterstock

gradually improving as cutbacks
in vehicle production are finally
starting to have a significant effect
on demand. The auto cutbacks
are due to the global shortage of
computer chips.
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ICIS News weekly price snapshot

Reported in ICIS News evening snapshots, Wednesday 5 January 2022

ICIS General Methodology

ICIS continuously develops, reviews and revises its methodologies in consultation with industry participants. Product specifications and trading terms and
conditions used aim to reflect typical working practices prevalent in the industry. ICIS publishes market prices based on information continuously gathered from market participants about: spot transactions, spot bid and offer levels, contract price negotiations, prices of related commodities, and relevant
freight costs. For the entire general methodology, visit: www.icis.com/about/methodology/general

Regional snapshot data: 5 January 2022
Product

Price ($/tonne) Change on week

Naphtha

737.00

36.00

Benzene

1,262.50

32.50

Styrene

1,455.00

-85.00

EUROPE
ASIA
AMERICAS
Product

Price

Change on week

Product

Price ($/tonne) Change on week

Ethane (cents/gal)

35.75

3.50

Naphtha

737.50

18.50

Toluene ($/gal)

2.96

-0.865

Benzene

988.00

67.00

Benzene ($/gal)

3.56

0.29

Toluene

692.50

0

MX ($/gal)

2.875

0.225

Ethylene

1,035.00

0

Ethylene (cents/lb)

39.50

5.00

Propylene

985.00

10.00

Propylene (cents/lb)

48.375

0.375

Styrene

1,150.00

77.50
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Europe

Gas volatility pressures petchems

Chemicals face higher contract prices for gas and electricity 2022, exposing them to higher costs, potential closures
Will Beacham Barcelona

Unprecedented European gas
price volatility may continue for
the rest of the winter and possibly
into the summer, putting more
pressure on chemical producers
that are exposed to the spot and
contract gas markets.
Europe benchmark gas prices
spiked to record levels before
the end of 2021 before collapsing in early January 2022 as unseasonally warm weather reduced demand while more
supplies of liquefied natural gas
(LNG) became available.
Now low levels of European
gas storage - which are only
about 49% full compared with
around 72% in 2020 and 87% in
2019 – threaten to keep prices
volatile as more than usual
must be taken from storage during cold spells in winter This
means more injection-related
gas demand during the summer
refill season.
According to ICIS data, the European gas benchmark, the
Dutch TTF day ahead contract,
peaked on 21 December at
€182.75/MWh compared to an average over the last three years of
around €23.00/MWh.
This was followed by a collapse
to €64.38/MWh on 31 December

before it rebounded by 4 January
amid low Russian supply.
There was similar volatility on
the TTF Year 2022 contract, the
annual contract market which expired at €60.85/MWh, after
touching a record high of
€138.48/MWh on 21 December
against a three-year average assessment of €22.13/MWh.
Gas price volatility is driven on
the demand side by changes in
the weather which led to spikes in
consumption in the first part of
winter, while supply is impacted
by flows from Russia and availability of LNG cargoes where Europe competes against Asia for
spot deliveries.
Speaking on ICIS Think Tank
podcast, Alice Casagni, who
covers European Spot Gas markets for ICIS said: “We are in a
situation in which there is not
much gas in European stores. If
temperatures go well below the
seasonal average then we need
to use more stored gas, and this
exposes the system to shortages, especially in the second part
of winter.”
Russian flows via pipeline
made up around 38% of overall
exports to Europe in 2021, with
key supplier Gazprom having an
important influence on supplies
via pipeline to Europe.

Natural gas and oil comparison in last 12 months

In 2020 it reduced volumes
exported through pipelines running west through Poland
and Ukraine.
This shorter-term strategy put
huge pressure on traders that
had to wait until the end of each
day to know how much gas was
flowing through the pipelines
and available. Demand was increasing markedly as recovery
from the pandemic lockdowns
took off.
The giant gas producer currently has much higher gas volumes in storage than usual so its
actions over the coming weeks
and months will be critical to Europe’s supply.
Casagni said: “We will need to
wait to see what happens when it
comes to Gazprom’s strategy at
the beginning of the year and
how much Russian gas flows
through those routes - that’s
going to be a massive driver.”
Europe and Asia compete for
LNG cargoes and with such high
prices in Europe in December,
cargoes have been diverted to
the continent.
ICIS LNG Edge shows 28 laden
vessels confirmed to berth by 22
January according to port or ship
data, already higher than the total
of 18 that arrived in the same
month of 2021.

Gas prices for summer will be
heavily influenced by how
empty storage has become after
the winter.
Casagni said: “Even if withdrawals are very limited from now
onwards, there will still be substantial injection-related demand
when it comes to the next summer. So that’s going to be a bullish price driver.”

Impact on chemicals
Demand for gas by the industrial
sector, which includes chemicals, has been relatively flat year
on year during the period of extreme price inflation.
Casagni explained that this is
because most industrials prefer
to fix annual contracts, which
give them a more predictable
gas price.
But with contract prices for
2022 well above the long-term
average, there is the potential for
more industrials to curtail production this year.
“Annual contract prices are still
well above the last three years’
seasonal average, so we could
see industrials actually taking action this year and modifying their
strategies,” added Casagni.
According to a Bank of America report published this week,
typical European industrial consumers have already seen
around a 20% increase in electricity and 15% increase in gas
prices in 2021. The group estimates current forward curves
imply a 70% increase in electricity and 100% increase in gas
costs in 2022.
“We see a return to early-2021
price levels as unlikely in 2022,
and even in the unlikely event
this occurred it would likely
be too late to avert significant
cost increases which have already been locked in via hedging,” it added. ■
Click on the graph to see
a comparison between
natural gas and oil over
the last 12 months.
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SBR costs to escalate
on gas prices
BD driving formula-related business, but some energy
surcharges have been imposed on consumers
Melissa Hurley London

European styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) contract discussions
for 2022 are being driven by
hugely increased gas prices resulting in high production costs.
Steep price increases for 2022
have been separately announced due to rising feedstock
costs in 2021. These discussions
appear ongoing but have been
interrupted in some cases over
the Christmas period. There has
been pushback from consumers
and challenges in agreeing regular volumes for 2022 amid the
energy surcharge debate. Elsewhere, there have been reports
of tyre makers accepting increases for this year.
In Q4 2021, the contract market was disrupted by the recent
energy surcharge debate between consumers and suppliers.
Energy costs soared in the second half of 2021, pushing up production costs across various markets. According to Alice Casagni,

deputy editor for European Spot
Gas Markets: “A tight supply outlook and weather-driven demand
will remain the key drivers in control of European natural gas prices in the first half of 2022.”
For regular ongoing business,
sellers and buyers use formula
contracts and follow raw material
price movements.
Butadiene (BD) is the main driver in formula-related business but
some energy surcharges have
been imposed on consumers.
In 2021, high upstream BD
costs impacted downstream
SBR margins for much of the
year, despite some relief in Q4.
At the end of December 2021,
SBR market players were absorbing news of the European BD
contract reference price for January decreasing by €50/tonne
from December.
Contract players are waiting
for the next styrene contract settlement for a full feedstock picture for the month ahead. Spot
prices were stable in the week

ended 22 December as activity
always decreases in December.
End-of-year destocking took
place as inventories have been
wound down. Demand is slower
as market players are absent for
the Christmas break.
Tyres used in the original
equipment manufacturer (OEM)
segment have seen more of an
impact from the global semiconductor shortages and automotive
shutdowns in Europe. Replacement tyre demand has been
healthier in comparison.
The largest use for SBR is in the
manufacture of tyre products. The
replacement tyre market drives
the majority of SBR demand,
along with the OEM market.
Automotive output for 2021 in
Europe, including UK, is expected
to decrease by 32.2% compared

with 2019 according to Jincy Varghese, ICIS demand analyst.
In the trucking market, challenges continue related to
COVID-19 restrictions increasing
amid the Omicron spread, which
in turn has caused absences due
to sickness and driver shortages.
These difficulties could continue
across various commodity markets in January.
Overseas, the market will be
waiting to see how the antidumping probe pans out in the US.
The US International Trade
Commission (ITC) is set to reach a
preliminary determination over
whether imports from the Czech
Republic, Russia and Italy caused
material injury to the domestic
industry by the end of 2021. Lion
Elastomers filed the petition in
mid-November 2021. ■

Podcast and video

Gas price pains petrochemicals
Catch up with latest news on energy markets and its impact on chemicals from reporters in London and Barcelona
Podcast Will Beacham Barcelona

Petchems may see more gas price volatility in winter 2022
Petrochemical producers, especially in Europe, may experience more gas price
volatility in winter 2022 as
storage levels are much lower
than usual.
■ Unprecedented volatility in
European gas prices
■ Prices have now collapsed,
still above long-term average
■ Warmer winter weather reducing demand
www.icis.com
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■ Flows from Russia, temperature impact prices
■ Europe gas storage only 50%
full, usually around 70%
■ More LNG cargoes head to
Europe
■ Growth of electric vehicles
will drive refinery closures,
lack of naphtha
■ I ndustrial, chemicals demand
stable
■ Deflation risk in 2022

■ Supply chains may normalise
In this Think Tank podcast,
Will Beacham interviews Alice
Casagni, ICIS deputy editor –
European Spot Gas Markets,
ICIS senior consultant Asia John
Richardson and Paul Hodges,
chairman of New Normal
Consulting.
Click here to listen to the
podcast

Video Diane Elijah London

2022 EU policy
outlook
Senior market reporter Diane
Elijah looks into what is to
come for EU energy legislation
in 2022, covering:
■ EU Council presidency
■ Fit for 55 package
■ Projects of Common
Interest
Click here to watch the
video
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Asia

Asia PTA capacity growth slows

Bearish fundamentals in feedstock PX could potentially lower costs of production for PTA producers
Samuel Wong Singapore

Market fundamentals for Asian
purified terephthalic acid (PTA)
in the first half of 2022 look
bright, amid a slowdown in capacity expansion and expected
demand growth especially in
China and India.
In 2020 and 2021, Asia saw PTA
capacity growth, which exerted
downward pressure on production margins and forced closures
of several PTA facilities within the
region. PTA capacity in China during that period saw annual
growth of low-to-mid double digits, while in 2022, it is expected to
fall to around 5%.
Apart from Yisheng Petrochemical’s new 3.3m tonne/year
No 2 PTA facility expected to
start up in H1 2022, no other
startups have been scheduled at
new PTA facilities for the remainder of H1 2022.

China’s 2022 PTA export
growth is expected to be relatively stable from the strong growth
of the previous year. In 2021, the
country exported on average
200,000 tonnes/month of PTA,
with major destinations including
India, the Middle East and Turkey.
The country continues to have
a competitive edge over others,
with higher efficiency in loading
break bulk vessels and ability to
enjoy economies of scale from its
larger production capacity.
Around 66% of the country’s total
PTA capacity is above 2.2m
tonnes/year.
Break bulk vessels have been
the preferred method for shipment since late 2020 due to
much higher container freight
costs and the lack of container
supply globally. Freight prices
will also be a crucial deciding
factor, as they could give a competitive edge to regional produc-

ers, whereby importers will determine purchases based on
freight differentials among different load ports.
There are expectations for
container vessel logistics to stay
challenging and freight rates to
see limited relief, which will help
boost PTA demand especially in
the Middle East and Turkey, as
downstream export demand
growth is poised to grow year
on year.
End-users in these regions
are able to export more to the
west, due to reduced competition from China from the freight
differential.
India is also expected to drive
PTA demand growth, with import
dependency increasing amid a
lack of local PTA expansion plans.
Meanwhile, South Korea will
mostly concentrate its PTA export
volumes in Turkey, where it is not
subject to import duties due to

the free trade agreement (FTA)
between the two countries.
Most PTA producers in Asia
welcome news of bearish market fundamentals in feedstock
paraxylene (PX) markets, which
could potentially lower costs of
production due to cheaper feedstock prices.
However, volatility and uncertainty in the co-feedstock acetic
acid markets will continue to be
of concern to PTA producers,
with several producers attempting to pass on these costs to their
customers. Still, the bulk of 2022
contracts mainly fixed on feedstock PX cost-link basis, or the
spot average price settlement.
There are major concerns
that demand growth could fall
below expectations due to uncertainty around the global coronavirus pandemic and everchanging government policies
to curb its spread. ■

Samuel Wong Singapore

Asia PX faces oversupply challenges amid continual capacity expansions
Asia’s paraxylene (PX) market
is likely to stay in an oversupplied situation in 2022, with
new capacities scheduled for
commercial operations from
Q2 2022.
Supply capacity growth is
likely to outstrip downstream
PTA capacity growth, with a
slew of new PX capacities being concentrated in China.
In 2022, China is poised for a
34% year on year PX capacity
growth, compared to around a
5% year on year PTA capacity
growth. The country’s PX import
dependency is expected to continue its downward trajectory.
The reduction in China’s import reliance has resulted in
producers, especially in India
and the Middle East, to divert
their cargoes to the west instead. This trend will continue
going forward, also because

higher prices can be achieved
compared to Asia.
Amid expectations that supply will outstrip demand, production margins for aromatics
facilities are expected to be

riod. Refinery-based production units will keep run rates
low on uneconomical margins,
while the extent of rate cuts will
depend on overall refinery
complex margins. ■

PX,PTA Capacity Expansions in China 2021-2023
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run rates.
Non-integrated PX facilities
will face mounting cost pressure, and so may keep run rates
low or shut for a prolonged pe-
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ECH supply strain
persists on output issues
Heidi Finch London

Crimped Europe epichlorohydrin (ECH) supply persists into
early January, on recent and lingering production issues and
healthy orders this month.

However, some easing is possible in Q1, when production
issues in Europe are resolved.
Also, more competitively priced
Asian derivative epoxy imports
are due to arrive in Q1 and
Spolchemie’s capacity increase

is realised.
INOVYN’s existing force majeure on ECH in Europe remains
in place, as its ECH facility at
Rheinberg, Germany, continues
to experience some residual upstream chlorine constraints,
which are due to be resolved by
mid-January. This follows a spate
of production issues for INOVYN,
which depleted its stock levels.
Spolchemie has recently experienced some ECH production issues in the Czech Republic
and it has not yet realised its capacity debottlenecking plans.
The company intends to increase its ECH capacity by 10%,
possibly in Q1.
Recent and residual production limitations and recent output
adjustments due to elevated utility costs - have compounded an
already short ECH market.
The ECH import flow into Europe also remains structurally
limited and continues to be disrupted due to shipping constraints. On top of this Asia’s ECH
spot market remains tight, curb-

ing export options to Europe.
In Europe, January demand
indications are strong, with orders already placed before
Christmas, driven by robust
downstream performance in the
epoxy and non-epoxy segments.
Supply security concerns and
ECH production issues also triggered some additional buying
interest in certain cases, although spot volume has been
difficult, if not impossible to find,
due to persistent market tightness. Provided operations in Europe normalise, stocks will need
to be replenished.
However, an increase in competitively priced epoxy imports,
which are due to arrive in Europe
in Q1 should help relieve ECH
supply pressure to some extent.
Europe January ECH discussions are slow to start in the first
week of January, as some players
are still on holiday.
In addition, the main upstream propylene contract price
for January only settled on 3
January. ■

Americas

US PC anticipates demand growth
Positive economic outlook driven by vaccine optimism and government stimulus to support growth
John Donnelly Houston

The US polycarbonate (PC) market should see continued demand growth in the new year in
line with domestic economic optimism. Supply will stay snug as
producers work to build inventory after a year of material shortages and disruptions.
US PC consumption improved
in H2 2021 led by a healthy construction sector and only partially
counterbalanced by the struggling automotive sector due to
the global shortage of semiconductors, said ICIS analyst Michele
Bossi. He expects consumption to
grow only moderately in Q1 on
seasonal winter slowness in the
construction sector, and pick up
in Q2, sustained by healthy construction and home-improvement
sectors that will only partially be
www.icis.com
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counterbalanced by the struggling automotive sector.
Automakers will continue to
face supply issues related to the
global shortage of semiconductors until at least mid-2022, Bossi
said. US PC demand is then expected to continue increasing at
PC demand by region

Source: ICIS Supply
and Demand Database

a firm pace in Q3, and then for
the rest of the year.
While auto demand is down,
demand for medical, electronics,
construction and recreation and
sports remains healthy. The housing market continues to be a
good sector for PC as well.

Bossi anticipates a firm 1.9% improvement in PC growth in 2022,
amid a positive economic outlook,
driven by vaccine optimism and
government stimulus. The coronavirus and the new Omicron variant could mitigate that optimism
and remains a wild card.

Supply improvement
Shortages, long lead times and
plant outages marked the US PC
market in 2021 but some of those
issues are gradually dissipating.
SABIC recently completed an
upgrade to its Mt. Vernon, Indiana,
facility designed to improve efficiency by 30%.
The improvement in general
purpose supply is showing up in
recent trade statistics, as exports
have grown while imports have
declined. That trend should continue in 2022. ■
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Isocyanate supply offsets demand
Although downstream demand remains strong, supply is recovering as Covestro force majeure is lifted
Adam Burkin Houston

The US isocyanate market is expected to see some supply relief
against elevated downstream demand in 2022 as normal production levels return.
Supplies for methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) have
been largely tight during Q4, although heard improving heading into 2022.
Additionally liquidity in the
market is emerging now that

Covestro has lifted its force majeure on North American MDI
starting in October, a facility
which has a nameplate capacity
of roughly 320,000 tonnes/year,
according to ICIS data.
Now only two US MDI facilities
remain on force majeures,
BASF’s plant in Geismar, Louisiana, and Dow’s facility in Freeport, Texas. Both facilities account for just under 50% of total
US MDI capacity.
Toluene diisocyanate (TDI) supply has been described as balanced-to-long, with no availability
issues heard presently. Much of
the supply length has been driven
by lack of polyether polyols required into foam products.
Market participants expect
more length in supply in coming
months now that production levels and upstream feedstock availability are improving.
Additionally, major producer
BASF announced it will be moving forward with its expansion of
MDI capacity at its Geismar, Louisiana facility, doubling current

output to roughly 600,000
tonnes/year.
Downstream demand into polyurethane (PU) systems remains
robust, particularly for the construction and automotive sectors, despite the ongoing microchip shortage.
There are some expectations
that automotive components markets will ease around H2 2022 as the
US economy continues to recover
from the effects of the pandemic.
MDI demand into rigid foam
production has been very strong,
while TDI demand into flexible
foam applications has been
steady, amid some softening
going into the North American
holiday season.
Due to ongoing market changes, Covestro announced it was
seeking a 15 cent/lb ($331/tonne)
increase across all MDI segments
for December.

Imports fall, exports rise
According to the ICIS Supply &
Demand Database, US MDI imports for October fell by roughly

35% from September, with the
majority of volumes coming
from China.
Meanwhile, US MDI exports
rose nearly 30% from September,
with most cargoes heading to regional trading partners Canada
and Mexico.
The US has been a large MDI
importer since winter storm Uri
took significant capacities offline
in February. US TDI imports for
October also fell from September, by roughly 45% with most
volumes coming from China and
Hungary.
TDI exports increased just over
70% from September, with most
cargoes heading to Brazil, Canada and Mexico.
The US has seen an increase in
TDI imports since February,
though at lower volumes compared to MDI imports.
TDI production challenges in
South Korea and China over the
past few months have also
stalled some cargoes making
their way into North and South
America. ■

Asia

China’s MTBE capacity growth to slow
Winnie Huang Singapore

China’s methyl tertiary butyl ether
(MTBE) new capacity growth
slowed significantly in 2021 amid
oversupply, at only 200,000
tonnes/year, and the capacity increase will be also limited in 2022.
Domestic MTBE producers
faced heavy production margin
pressure due to high feedstock
costs in 2021, keeping the overall
run rate low.
As of 29 December, the average run rate of domestic MTBE
units was 49.39%, up by 1.49 percentage points from 2020.
This was the second year that
the average rate was below 50%,

indicating severe overcapacity in
China’s MTBE market.
Against this backdrop, China
was slow in starting up new MTBE
capacity in 2021, with only a
200,000 tonne/year plant being
launched by Sinopec Zhongke
(Guangdong) Refining & Chemical, which mainly reserved for
captive consumption at the refinery, with little for the market.
Another 200,000 tonnes/year
of new capacity is expected to
come online in H2 2022, from Sinopec-SK Wuhan Petrochemical
and Jilin Petrochemical. Shandong Befar Group also has a propylene oxide/tert-butyl alcohol
(PO/TBA) plant due to start up in
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H2 2022. This will also bring additional MTBE supply, as the producer may turn to produce MTBE if its
TBA production has met domestic
limited demand.
Despite a domestic supply glut
overall, stimulated by an opened
arbitrage window, China still imported a large volume of MTBE in
2021, estimated at 470,000
tonnes, according to ICIS data.
Domestic gasoline demand recovered to the normal level in
2021, as China achieved good prevention and control results in the
domestic outbreak compared to
the coronavirus outbreaks and
rampant Omicron variant in overseas markets.

China’s improving gasoline
consumption has attracted some
cargoes, originally bound for
other Asian countries. This, combined with favourable import margins, bolstered Chinese buyers’
import interest. ■
www.icis.com
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US ABS tightness to persist through H1 2022
John Donnelly Houston

The US acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) market is likely to remain
tight through H1 2022 as producers
work to replenish stocks against a
backdrop of strong demand.
ABS supplies remain tight but
the resumption of two plants and
falling auto demand could begin
to offer gradual supply relief beginning in Q1. But even with increased supply, inventories are
low and transportation hurdles will
remain an obstacle.
ABS producers have been
struggling with plant outages and
shortages of additives amid
healthy demand for months.

Force majeures continue at two
plants the plants are ramping up
operations after maintenance, according to market sources.
Lead times have hovered
around 18-20 weeks for months
and is likely to improve in H1 2022
only gradually. A shortage of additives is hampering some production, such as flame-retardant
grades and PC/ABS blends.
Demand in the new year will
continue to be good for electronics, appliances, furniture and toys,
but auto demand continues to
face challenges from the global
computer chip shortage. Plant
maintenance has kept operating
rates in North America at about

75% in December, but are expected to climb to around 90% in Q1,
according to sources.
But even with the higher run
rates and strong imports, ABS will
likely remain short through most
of the first half of the new year as
inventories are depleted.

Auto recovery
Global auto sales are projected to
increase in 2022, but are likely to
remain below pre-pandemic levels, according to ICIS analysts.
Credit rating firm Fitch Ratings
expects auto demand to recover
further and that supply-chain challenges will gradually ease, but
warned that the supply chains re-

main vulnerable because of uncertainties surrounding the coronavirus pandemic. ■

Asia

Base oils supply outstrips demand
Regional demand will likely pick up from automotive as economies relax their restrictions on land travel
Matthew Chong Singapore

Asia’s Group I base oils supply is expected to lengthen further in H1
2022 as most refineries have returned to normal operations following turnarounds and production cuts in 2020 and H1 2021.
Sporadic spot supply shortages
might occur due to difficulties in
securing vessels in recent months.
Spot availability in northeast and
southeast Asia for SN150 has been
mainly limited to one Chinese refiner, while SN500 and brightstock
were limited to a couple of Thai refiners. Most Asian Group I exports
come from Japan and southeast
Asia, with supply from both regions
curtailed since Q4 2020 due to refinery turnarounds and output
cuts. Spot volumes from Japan remain curbed despite production at
ENEOS Corp’s and Idemitsu Kosan’s units being ramped up by Q3
2021, mostly to fulfilling term obligations or the local market.
For Group II, supply from South
Korea and Taiwan, the main exporters in the region, is expected
www.icis.com
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to remain relatively lengthy, especially for heavy grade 500/600N,
due to high inventory levels and
tepid demand.
Taiwan’s Formosa Petrochemical Corp (FPCC) restarted its
Group II unit in late September,
while a South Korean refiner has
cut its run rates for heavy grade
500/600N since November 2021
due to technical woes. A separate
South Korean refiner, Hyundai Oilbank Shell Base Oil (HSB), is slated
to take its Group II unit offline from
mid-April to end-May 2022 for
regular maintenance.
The market anomaly of Group I
SN500 FOB Asia prices being higher
than that of Group II 500N FOB NE
Asia has persisted for most of October 2020 to August 2021 before the
trend reversed following the steep
decline in Group II 500N prices relative to the Group I grade, according
to ICIS data. Group I SN500 and
Group II 500N grades are interchangeable for most downstream
applications to a large extent, with
prices of the latter typically $100/
tonne higher than the former.

Group II heavy grade FOB NE
Asia prices started to undercut
Group I heavy grade FOB Asia prices again in the week ended 13 December, ICIS data showed, amid
tight supply for Group I SN500 and
buyers’ low inventory levels, although this phenomenon is not
expected to last for too long this
time round.
Group III 4cSt and 6cSt supply
is expected to gradually recover
from Q1 2022, while 8cSt will likely remain in abundance, with no
major refinery turnarounds heard
in the region during this period.
The arbitrage window for Group
III cargoes from Asia to Europe
and the US is expected to close
and twill likely result in an influx of
Middle East-origin cargoes in Asia
as well.
On the demand front, China,
South Korea and southeast Asia
demand is likely to be curtailed in
January and in H1 February due to
the Lunar New Year holiday which
begins on 1 February 2022. Regional demand will likely pick up postholiday along with the expected

recovery in the key downstream
automotive sector as economies
gradually relax their restrictions on
land travel.
Meanwhile, mostly firm gasoil
prices since September 2021 have
eroded much of refiners’ margins,
especially for Group I and Group II
light grades. In 2022, upstream
crude and gasoil prices will play a
crucial role in determining base oils
output as market conditions are
expected to slowly return to prepandemic levels like in 2019. ■
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Global plant status update
Click on the maps to view major plant disruptions, shutdowns and restarts reported by ICIS for the week
from 16 December 2021-5 January 2022
ICIS Americas weekly plant status updates

ICIS Europe, Middle East, Africa weekly plant status updates
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PLANTS & PROJECTS

For a global listing of existing and
planned projects along with
capacities, visit: icis.com/projects

New projects and permanent plant shutdowns
Reported by ICIS News, 13 December 2021-2 January 2022
New projects
Company

Location

Product

Capacity*

Process

Contractor

Cost

Start-up

BASF

Geismar,
Louisiana, US

methylene diphenyl
diisocycanate (MDI)

(x)
600,000T

3rd phase

-

-

-

P

Bia Energy Operating
Company (BEOC)

Shreveport,
Louisiana, US

methanol

530,000

-

-

$500m

-

S

BRB International PETRONAS Chemicals
Group (PCG)

Gebeng,
Malaysia

blending facility for
silicones

8,000

-

-

-

Dec 2021

C

Cerradinho Bionergia

Maracaju,
Mato Grosso
do Sul, Brazil

ethanol

550m litres/ corn-based
year

-

H2 2023
reais
(R)1.4bn
($249m)

P

CFN Kimya

Gebkim,
Turkey

expandable
polystyrene (EPS)

(x) 45,000;
195,000T

-

-

-

May 2022

P

Chevron Phillips
Chemical (CP Chem)

Baytown,
Texas, US

propylene

454,000

C3 splitter

S&B Engineers and
Constructors

2023

P

Clariant

Daya Bay,
Guangdong,
China

halogen-free flame
retardants

-

-

-

Swfr
60m
($55m)

2023

U

Cyclyx International

US

waste plastics
processing

60,000

-

-

-

late 2022

P

Deepak Phenolics

Dahej, Gujarat, isopropanol (IPA)
India

30,000

-

-

-

Dec 2021

C

Egypt Basic Industries

Ain Sokhna,
Egypt

$2.6bn

-

P

ammonia

400,000

-

-

methanol

1m

-

-

Status

-

P

Guangxi Petrochemical

Qinzhou,
Guangxi,
China

ethylene and
downstream plants

1.2m

-

-

CNY
36.9bn
($5.8bn)

-

P

Gujarat Alkalies and
Chemicals Ltd (GACL)
and GAIL

Gujarat, India

ethanol

500,000
litres/day

2G plant

-

Rs10bn
($132m)

2025

P

Haldia Petrochemicals
Ltd (HPL)

Cuddalore,
India

petrochemical
complex

-

O2C complex

-

Rs783bn ($10.3bn)

P

Kakinada,
India

petrochemical
complex

12m

O2C complex

-

-

P

Yeosu, South
Korea

caustic soda

(x) 270,000
dmt/year

-

-

Won (W) early
2025
338bn
($284m)

P

chlorine

(x) 250,000 -

-

early
2025

P

ethylene dichloride
(EDC)

(x) 280,000 -

-

early
2025

P

Hanwha Solutions

-

Henan Pingmei Shenma
Polycarbonate

Pingdingshan, bisphenol A (BPA)
China

130,000

-

-

-

Dec 2021

C

Hexion

Pernis,
Netherlands

25,000

-

-

-

late 2024

P

Hyundai Chemical

Daesan, South ethylene vinyl
Korea
acetate (EVA)

150,000

-

-

-

Dec 2021

C

45,000

2 phases

-

-

-

P

-

-

-

-

P

swing plant

-

-

-

P

-

-

-

-

P

Jiangsu Maysta Chemical Jilin, China
Jiutai New Materials

Levima Advanced
Materials

epichlorohydrin
(ECH)

organic amine

Hohhot, Inner butanediol (BDO)
300,000
Mongolia,
PBAT/PBS
60,000
China
polytetramethylene 60,000
ether glycol (PTMEG)
Shandong,
China

ethylene glycol (EG)

1m

-

-

-

-

U

polypropylene
carbonate (PPC)

50,000

-

-

-

2024

P
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New projects
Company

Location

Product

Capacity*

Process

Contractor

Lotte Chemical Titan
(LCT)

Cilegon,
Indonesia

ethylene

1m

-

Lotte
Engineering &
Construction
(LEC)

-

P

propylene

520,000

-

-

-

P

-

-

-

Rs1.8bn early
($23.8m) 2024

P

50,000

-

-

-

U

chlorinated polyvinyl 30,000
chloride (CPVC)

-

-

-

U

caustic soda

(x) 106,000; 400,000T

-

-

U

Meghmani Finechem Ltd Dahej, Gujarat, chlorotoluene
(MFL)
India

ECH

Cost

Start-up

20222023

Status

Nabaltec

Schwandorf,
Nuremberg,
Germany

boehmite

(x) 10,000;
25,000T

-

-

-

H2 2023

P

OMV

Schwechat,
Austria

chemical recycling

16,000

demostration
pyrolysis-based
plant

-

-

-

P

Oriental Energy

Ningbo, China polypropylene (PP)

2 lines each WR Grace
400,000
UNIPOL process
technology

-

Dec 2021

C

ORLEN Unipetrol

Litvinov,
Czech
Republic

dicyclopentadiene
(DCPD)

26,000

-

-

-

H2 2022

C

PKN Orlen

Jedlicze
petroleum
refinery,
Poland

bioethanol

25,000

-

Orlen
Poludnie

-

-

P

Satellite Chemical

Lianyungang, ethanolamine
Jiangsu, China

200,000

Three phases

-

CNY15bn Dec 2027
($2.4bn)

P

polystyrene (PS)

800,000

-

Dec 2027

P

olefin/polyolefin
elastomer (POE)

100,000

-

Dec 2027

P

carbonate

750,000

-

Dec 2027

P

Shenghua New Energy
Technology (Shida
Shenghua Chemical)

Dongying,
Shandong,
China

ethyl methyl
carbonate (EMC)

100,000

-

-

Dec 2023

P

Shintech

Plaquemine,
Louisiana.

polyvinyl chloride
(PVC)

(x) 290,000; 1.18mT

-

-

Dec 2021

C

caustic soda

(x) 260,000 dmt, 3.5mT

-

-

Dec 2021

C

adhesives and
sealants

-

-

-

-

-

U

-

-

-

Dec-21

C

Sika

Maharashtra,
India

Sinopec Zhenhai Refining Zhenhai,
and Chemical (ZRCC)
China

high density
300,000
polyethylene (HDPE)
HDPE

300,000

-

-

-

Q1 2022

U

PP

300,000

-

-

-

Q1 2022

U

-

Nuberg EPC

-

2023

P

Uzbekistan Hydrogen
Peroxide JV

Navoi region,
Uzbekistan

hydrogen peroxide

-

Wanhua Chemical

Yantai, China

polyether polyols

(x) 850,000 -

-

-

-

P

Wanjing Petrochemical

Fuzhou, Fujian, propylene
China

900,000

PDH. Lummus
Catofin

-

-

-

P

Yulong Petrochemical

Shandong,
China

refining

400,000
bbl/day

-

-

$20bn

late 2023

P

ethylene

3m

-

-

late 2023

P

Zhejiang Petroleum &
Chemical

China

No 2 line

-

-

Dec 2021

C

methyl methacrylate 90,000
(MMA)

Notes: *Capacity: figures given in tonnes/year; tonnes/day are converted by multiplying by 330. (x) = expansion; T = total capacity including expansion.
Start-up: Dates given are for planned start-up. H1 = 1st half year; H2 = 2nd half year; Q1 = 1st quarter; Q2 = 2nd quarter; Q3 = 3rd quarter; Q4 = 4th quarter.
Status: S = study; P = planned; A = approval; E = engineering; U = under construction; C = completed; D = delayed; CAN = cancelled.
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Empowering
a Circular Future
The Recycling & Sustainability Hub
At ICIS, we have spent the last four decades helping the
petrochemical, energy and fertilizer markets make decisions
that matter.
Our intelligence connects key players, enables innovation and
helps you see what is coming, so you know where to invest
and where to transform.
We are committed to connecting global markets to optimise
the world’s resources, now and in the future.

Find out how ICIS can help you make the decisions that count:
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SPECIAL REPORT
TOP 40 POWER PLAYERS

ICIS TOP 40
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POWER
PLAYERS

We present the ICIS Top 40 Power Players, the CEOs and senior executives making
the greatest positive impact on their companies and the industry. These leaders were
selected by the global ICIS editorial news team for demonstrating excellence and
vision in one or more of the following areas: ESG, Innovation, M&A/Portfolio
Management, Projects, and Profitability/Shareholder Value. ESG and sustainability in
particular loom large in this year’s Top 40 ranking, as this will clearly be a key
component for future growth. Another exciting development is the big wave of new
CEOs - a level of change not seen in decades. Check them out in our Ones to Watch!
www.icis.com
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TOP 40 POWER PLAYERS

Top Power Player is
BASF’s Brudermuller
The BASF CEO is taking the lead in decarbonising operations and investing in
products and technologies such as EV battery materials that will help the world
Joseph Chang New York

BASF’s Martin Brudermuller, the ICIS CEO of
the Year in 2021, takes the top slot among the
ICIS Top 40 Power Players as a leader in not
only aggressively decarbonising the world’s
largest chemicals company’s vast operations,
but also making massive investments in products that enable customers to slash their carbon footprints.
“I am proud that the BASF team is committed to reduce our carbon emissions quite fast
and drastically. We can master these challenges as companies, but also as the chemical industry as a whole. And as leaders, we
have the responsibility to make bold decisions
and set the right path to a more sustainable
future for all of us,” said Brudermuller at the
ICIS Power Players Awards in September.
In November, BASF launched a “Net Zero Accelerator” unit to speed up projects on low-CO2
technologies, the circular economy and renewable energy, to ensure it meets its CO2 emissions reduction target of 25% by 2030 en route
to net zero by 2050.

1

CEO BASF

Martin Brudermuller

The company has also created a new subsidiary – BASF Renewable Energy – to bundle
its activities in this key area. It is acquiring a
49.5% stake in a major wind farm in the Neth-

ICIS Top 40 Power Players – the methodology
The ICIS Top 40 Power
Players are selected by the
global ICIS editorial news
team for demonstrating excellence and vision in one or
more of the following areas:
ESG (environmental,
social, governance)
Setting targets for lowering
greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, achieving net
zero; investment to decarbonise operations, in products that enable
decarbonisation, and in
plastics recycling/bio-based
materials; demonstrating
engagement with commu-

nities and other groups on
environmental and social
issues; promoting DE&I (diversity, equity and inclusion)
Innovation
Notable investments in game
changing technologies and
products that provide tangible benefits to customers
and society, particularly with
an eye on sustainability.
M&A, portfolio
management
Value creating acquisitions
and divestitures to promote growth and a more
resilient portfolio.
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Profitability/SH value
Solid earnings and stock
performance in past year.
Ambitious financial targets
and growth plan.
Projects
Investments in growth
projects, especially if these
will have lower carbon intensity or produce products that enable
sustainability.

The Ones to Watch areCEOs and senior executives that started their new
roles during 2021 or at the
very start of 2022. ■

erlands, and signing deals to source renewable energy to power its operations.
Brudermuller also serves as the president
of European chemicals trade group Cefic, and
is pushing the EU and European governments
to develop policy frameworks to drive industry decarbonisation. In particular, massive investment in renewable energy is needed to
achieve the EU’s ambitious climate goals.
In the meantime, BASF is working to scale
up two key decarbonisation technologies that
Brudermuller believes will be game changers
by the second half of the decade - electric
cracking and methane pyrolysis.
BASF has joined forces with SABIC and
Linde to develop the world’s first electrically
heated steam cracker furnace, which could
slash CO2 emissions by 90%. And methane
pyrolysis would produce hydrogen from
methane, with solid carbon granulates as a
byproduct. If renewable energy is used in the
process, it would be completely CO2-free.
BASF is also becoming a major player in
electric vehicle (EV) battery materials - a key
focus area for capital spending.
“With the speed the [EV] transformation
has on a global scale… there is a huge opportunity. This is by far the largest new chemical
segment that is actually emerging,” said Brudermuller.
BASF is rapidly building its capabilities in
cathode active materials (CAM) for automotive lithium-ion (Li-on) batteries worldwide
through projects and partnerships. Its
Schwarzheide, Germany CAM project slated
for start-up in 2022 will be able to supply
400,000 EVs/year.
BASF’s flagship petrochemicals project – its
China Verbund cracker in Zhanjiang – will use
the latest carbon mitigation technologies including electrification, resulting in an estimated 60% lower emissions compared to a similar gas-based facility of the same scope.
BAFS is also active in plastics recycling,
working with partners to develop pyrolysis
technology in its ChemCycling project. The
project focuses on difficult-to-recycle plastic waste. ■
www.icis.com
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CHAIRMAN AND CEO DOW

Fitterling is truly taking the lead in sustainability,
putting real dollars behind Dow’s 2050 net zero
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions goals by devoting a third of capital spending (capex) - about
$1bn/year - to decarbonising assets. This is the
most ambitious capex plan to decarbonise announced by any chemical company thus far.
Dow also plans to build the world’s first netzero emissions cracker in Fort Saskatchewan,
Canada by 2027. This will involve capturing offgases and running them through an Auto-Thermal Reformer (ATR) to produce hydrogen and
CO2. The hydrogen would be used to fuel the
cracker furnaces and the CO2 captured and
stored in the Alberta Carbon Trunk Line (ACTL).
Then Dow plans to retrofit the existing Fort
Saskatchewan cracker with an ATR to fuel the
furnaces with hydrogen. In these two phases,
Dow would slash Scope 1 and 2 emissions at
the site by 95%.

Fitterling has also been very vocal about the
need for carbon capture and storage (CCS) infrastructure in the US and a price on carbon.
“The pathway to carbon neutrality is not
easy and it’s not free. It’s driven by affordability, macro and other factors, and we must
keep an eye on US competitive advantage.
Public policy can accelerate this, and we are
fully engaged to de-risk investments,” said
Fitterling.
The CEO sees near-term decarbonisation
technologies revolving around clean hydrogen, CCS and modular nuclear reactors
which are ready to scale today, while future
technologies include electric cracking and
ethane dehydrogenation (EDH) which Dow is
working on developing.
Fitterling also aims to meet growing consumer demand for sustainable packaging with
mechanically and chemically recycled plastics.

CHAIRMAN INEOS

Apart from pushing ahead with his INEOS
Grenadier 4X4 off road vehicle project, Jim
Ratcliffe has been taking big strides and
spending serious money on low carbon initiatives. Under his leadership, this year, the innovative company has unveiled an ambitious
plan to spend €2bn building green hydrogen
plants, with the first ones being built in Norway, Germany and Belgium in the next 10
years. INEOS is also planning investments in
France and the UK. The company billed the
investment as the largest of its kind in Europe.
The plants will rely on electrolysis, which uses
renewable power to split water molecules into
hydrogen and oxygen.
In November INEOS Styrolution said it will
invest in the first pyrolysis-based site in Europe to chemically recycle polystyrene (PS). In
collaboration with UK-based Recycling Technologies, the pilot plant in Swindon, UK is due

to become operational in the second half of
2022. The plant will use mixed plastic waste as
a feedstock to create recycled PS via a pyrolysis-based chemical recycling process.
In September, INEOS said it would invest
£1bn to support businesses across the Grangemouth industrial cluster in Scotland switching to hydrogen by 2030. The investment
would also support the development of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology at
the cluster.
Ratcliffe is also investing in low carbon hydrogen beyond his own company. Subsidiary
INEOS Energy committed to a minimum
£25m stake in the initial public offering (IPO)
of HydrogenOne Capital. This fund is expected to target investments in green, blue and
waste to hydrogen projects, as well as storage
supply chain projects focusing on work on
electrolysers and fuel cells.

CEO COVESTRO

When he first took the reins at Covestro in mid2018, Markus Steilemann was tasked with guiding the Germany-based polyurethanes and
polycarbonates specialist through its shift towards the lower end of its market cycle. At first,
Steilemann was a steady hand on the tiller, but
has become increasingly bold in the role as his
tenure in the top seat at the company continued, including blueprints set out over the last
18 month that stands to reinvent the firm.
At the onset of the pandemic, executives
could be forgiven for hunkering down and focusing on maintaining the status quo, but
Steilemann began plotting out a radical new
course for the company, placing sustainability
at the heart of its growth strategy and expressing plans to move toward more specialised, lower-volume materials.
For 2025 the company has a goal to reduce
specific greenhouse gas emissions – those

generated per metric tonne of product produced – by 50% when compared to 2005.
Many companies in the sector have set out
green agendas but few have been as unequivocal on the centrality of sustainability to its future. The move seems prescient in the face of
increasing pressure on the formerly staid polyurethanes sector to reform itself with a greater
focus on re-use, clean disposal and circularity.
Surging margins resulted in Covestro upgrading its 2021 earnings forecast several times
through the year and Steilemann pursued several big-ticket bets, including the acquisition of
DSM’s resins and functional materials business.
Players in the methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) market are also awaiting the outcome of a review of long-anticipated new
greenfield capacity investment by the firm,
formerly slated for the US before being put on
hold, and now potentially set for China instead.

Jim Fitterling

Jim Ratcliffe

Markus Steilemann
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CEO CLARIANT

Conrad Keijzer

Keijzer, the ICIS Emerging Leader Award
winner in 2020, is targeting technologies
and deals that enable sustainability. Clariant has a target to allocate a third of its
growth capex to developing sustainable
solutions. The company aims to cut GHG
emissions by 40% for Scope 1 and 2 emissions, and 14% for Scope 3 emissions by
2030, and will step-up annual investments to Swfr 30m ($33m) for sustainability measures focusing on GHG reduction. In November, it launched a
campaign to offer free catalysts for nitrous oxide (N2O) removal/abatement to 10 major producers worldwide.
Clariant continues to develop catalysts that enable decarbonisation. In
October, Clariant completed its first full-scale bioethanol plant in Romania.
It is in the process of selling off its pigments unit to private equity.

7

CEO SOLVAY

Ilham Kadri

Ilham Kadri has continued to consolidate
her position at the helm of Solvay in transforming the once established family business into a specialty-focused chemicals
company. Sustainability remains a priority, as demonstrated through Solvay’s
portfolio. In October, Kadri announced
plans to achieve carbon neutrality before
2050. New platforms have been created
focusing on hydrogen and batteries for
electric vehicles, to allow the company to
capture share in growing markets. As of
January, all US sites have been 100%
powered by renewable sources, and even Solvay’s legacy soda ash business has started phasing out coal-use at its German site. Diversity, equality
and inclusion (DEI) remain high on the agenda for Kadri, appointing a DEI
chief and outlining an internal framework to meet targets to 2025.

9

CEO LANXESS

Matthias Zachert

Matthias Zachert continues to shape
LANXESS for the future through M&A
and a particularly close focus on sustainability. LANXESS has committed to an
ambitious 2040 climate neutral goal and
seeks to cut emissions by 50% by 2030.
In November, it said it would rasie
€600m through a sustainability bond
that commits the company to reducing
CO2 emissions by 600,000 tonnes by
2025. The interest on the bond increases
each year if the target is not hit. Again in
November 2021, LANXESS gained first
place in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index Europe and was second in
the world index. About one-third of variable compensation for the
LANXESS board of management is linked to the company’s sustainability
performance, specifically climate protection and occupational safety.
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HEAD OF PETROCHEMICALS RELIANCE

Nikhil Meswani

Meswani will oversee Reliance’s focus on
new energy projects as it sets out to meet
its net zero emissions goal by 2035. The
company called off its $15bn deal to sell
20% of its oil-to-chemicals business to
Saudi Aramco amid a shift in priorities. It
now has major plans for its new energy/
material business centred in Jamnagar,
home to the world’s largest refining complex. In the first phase, Reliance plans to
build four giga factories: a solar photovoltaic module factory; an advanced energy
storage battery factory; an electrolyser
factory for production of green hydrogen; and a hydrogen fuel cell factory.
Reliance plans to invest some $10bn in the new energy business over the
next three years. It also aims to boost M&A in specialties with sustainability
in mind, and enlarge its footprint in China and North America.

8

CEO LANZATECH

Jennifer Holmgren

Under Jennifer Holmgren’s leadership,
US biotechnology company Lanzatech
- overall winner of the 2021 ICIS Innovation Awards - is scaling up quickly to
commercialise its microbial greenhouse gas-to-ethanol technology
which has potential applications across
the chemical industry. The group has
commercialised a fermentation technology which converts carbon found in
municipal waste plus industrial waste
streams, such as carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide, into ethanol. The ethanol can then be further processed into chemicals and
polymers plus jet fuel. Lanzatech is going through a period of rapid
expansion using its licensing and joint venture model, with several projects due onstream in 2022 and beyond in both chemicals and jet fuel.

10

PRESIDENT AND CEO TRINSEO

Frank Bozich

Bozich is making big moves to transform
Trinseo into a 100% specialty chemicals
company. The company announced it
will start a formal sales process for its styrenics business in Q1 2022. This comes
after a surge in M&A activity where it acquired acrylic materials company Aristech Surfaces for $445m. In May, it completed its $1.36bn acquisition of Arkema’s
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) business. Trinseo is selling its synthetic rubber
business to Synthos for $491m in a deal
expected to be completed in 2022.
These are big transformational moves designed to make all the company’s
products value-priced rather than formula-based. Bozich has progressed
recycling projects in polystyrene (PS) and polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) worldwide. PS recycling will be divested as part of styrenics.
www.icis.com
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CHAIRMAN AND CEO ARKEMA

Thierry Le Henaff

In 2021, under CEO and chairman Thierry Le Hénaff’s leadership, Arkema took
some major steps along the road towards its goal of transforming into a
100% specialties company by 2024. In
August the group signed an agreement
to acquire Ashland’s Performance Adhesives business. With sales of around
$360m, the move strengthens Arkema’s presence in the US as well boosting its specialty materials offering. Le
Hénaff also sold Arkema’s polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) business last
year in his drive to reduce commodity exposure. Arkema intends to
fully publish details of the company’s carbon footprint, including
Scope 3 emissions. In 2020 the company announced a goal to cut
greenhouse gas emissions by 38% by 2030 versus a 2015 baseline.

13

EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN AND CEO DUPONT

Ed Breen

Legendary deal maker Breen is making
big transformative moves, the latest
being DuPont’s $5.2bn acquisition of advanced and electronic materials firm
Rogers Corp, and the planned divestment of a substantial part of its Mobility &
Materials (M&M) business - moves widely
applauded by Wall Street. Breen expects
the sale to bring in around $12bn. If this
happens, DuPont will have billions of dollars left over to make additional acquisitions in specialties. The company bought
electronics materials producer Laird Performance Materials for $2.3bn in July and in February completed the separation of its Nutrition & Biosciences unit through a merger with IFF. DuPont
aims to cut carbon emissions by 30% and source 60% of electricity from
renewables by 2030, and become carbon neutral by 2050 or earlier.

15

PRESIDENT EXXONMOBIL CHEMICAL

Karen McKee

Karen McKee is overseeing the chemical
business’ contribution to ExxonMobil’s
shift towards sustainable businesses. The
company is building a chemically recycled plastics plant in the US and is working with Plastic Energy to develop one in
Europe. It is assessing sites in other parts
of the world. The parent company is leading in the development of a carbon capture and storage (CCS) hub in Houston,
Texas. ExxonMobil Chemical is moving
forward on a major complex in China featuring a cracker, three polyethylene (PE)
lines and two polypropylene (PP) lines. Its joint venture with SABIC is starting up its integrated PE complex in Texas. A new PP plant should start up in
Louisiana in 2022. On M&A, ExxonMobil closed the $1.15bn sale of its Santoprene business to Celanese, allowing it to focus on olefins derivatives.
www.icis.com
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12

CEO INDORAMA VENTURES

Aloke Lohia

Lohia is spearheading the company’s efforts to meet its sustainability objectives,
which includes strengthening its circular
economy and PET recycling initiatives.
The company pledged $1.5bn in investments to meet green targets, including a
commitment to recycle 750,000 tonnes/
year of post-consumer polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) materials as feedstock into its polyester production. Indorama announced in July plans to build a
facility in Karawang, Indonesia, to recycle
almost 2bn plastic bottles/year in support of the government’s plan to reduce ocean debris. The company also
completed a new PNDA (purified 2,6-naphthalene dicarboxylic acid) production unit in Decatur, Alabama, US in June, making it the world’s largest
producer. In August, Indorama agreed to acquire Brazil-based Oxiteno.

14

PRESIDENT AND CEO CELANESE

Lori Ryerkerk

Much of the US-based acetyls and engineered materials producer Celanese’s innovation is tied to its advanced materials
segment, which develops compounds
and resins for downstream applications.
Ryerkerk sees growing markets in 5G,
medical and light-weighting autos. The
company is lowering its carbon footprint
by committing to use solar energy to
power its acetyl intermediates site in
Clear Lake, Texas, US. Celanese has been
active in M&A, buying ExxonMobil’s elastomers business for $1.15bn and acquiring certain polyacetal technology from Poland’s Grupa Azoty. Celanese
initiated several expansions, including acetic acid production in Clear
Lake, Texas to 2.6m tonnes/year from 1.3m tonnes/year. Throughout 2021,
Celanese consistently increased its earnings guidance.

16

CHAIRMAN SINOPEC GROUP

Ma Yongsheng

Sinopec has vowed to achieve carbon
neutrality by 2050, a decade ahead of the
China’s target. Pacing with the world’s
trend of energy transition, the biggest
Chinese refiner is reshuffling portfolios to
become a comprehensive energy service provider of oil, gas, hydrogen, electricity and non-oil service. It is constructing the country’s first world scale carbon
capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS)
project. It plans to build up 5,000 battery
charging/swap stations in 2021-2015 for
electric vehicles and aims to become
China’s largest hydrogen provider. The company completed first phase
expansion of Zhenhai base this year by adding a new 1.2m tonne/year
cracker. Also, it successfully completed industrial testing of its self-developed crude oil to chemical (COTC) technology, a breakthrough in China.
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PRESIDENT AND CEO SAUDI ARAMCO

Amin Nasser

The leader of the world’s largest energy
and petrochemicals company is focusing
on CCS, along with green and blue hydrogen and ammonia in a major decarbonisation push. Aramco continues to
form partnerships on hydrogen with
companies around the world, and will
ramp up investments in renewable energy. Plastics subsidiary SABIC is also working with BASF and Linde to advance electric cracking (e-cracking) which would
dramatically lower the carbon footprint of
crackers. In October, Aramco announced
its ambition to achieve net zero GHG emissions by 2050. In the meantime,
the company continues to develop crude oil-to-chemicals (COTC) technologies with a target of converting 70-80% of a barrel of oil to chemicals.
The industry is on watch for the first such project from Aramco.

19

CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT AND CEO HEXION

Craig Rogerson

Rogerson is burnishing his reputation as a
turnaround and restructuring specialist
with big moves and the ultimate sale of
the company – all engineered in 2021
with closings expected in 2022. In November, Hexion agreed to sell its epoxy
business to Westlake Chemical for $1.2bn
and in December announced the sale of
the rest of the company – adhesives and
versatic acids and derivatives – to American Securities for $30/share, an enterprise value of $3.3bn – a windfall for
shareholders who saw shares at around
$13 at the start of the year. Rogerson engineered the transformation of
Hexion and its sale with the divestiture of its forest products resins businesses to Black Diamond and Investindustrial for $425m. This allowed it to
pay down debt and separate the epoxy and adhesives businesses.

21

PRESIDENT AND CEO WESTLAKE CHEMICAL

Albert Chao

One example of how Westlake’s Chao is
leading his company’s efforts toward sustainability is through the formation of
Westlake Innovations. The subsidiary, created in 2021 to facilitate the company’s
potential investments in new technologies and pursue innovative digital, mechanical or chemical applications, is partnering with Canadian construction
technologies company Nexii Building
Solutions to construct buildings with reduced environmental footprints. Chao
was also active in M&A with the planned
$1.2bn acquisition of Hexion’s epoxy business at an attractive price. In October, the company closed on its $2.15bn acquisition of Boral’s North
America building products business, adding downstream exposure to
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and other products for housing.
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PRESIDENT, REFINING AND CHEMICALS TOTALENERGIES

Bernard Pinatel

French energy giant Total rebranded itself TotalEnergies to demonstrate its
shifting identity that now accommodates its renewables portfolio. In 2020,
Total announced its ambition to get to
net-zero emissions by 2050. As its president of refining and chemicals, Bernard
Pinatel led the segment to a rise in adjusted net operating income between
January and September of 181.5% compared to the previous year. The company
is undertaking a range of initiatives to
support its sustainable agenda. As well
as committing to the production of sustainable biofuels, other projects
include constructing a pyrolysis-based chemical recycling facility in the
US, partnering to develop carbon sinks in Australia and collaborating with
Daimler to create a hydrogen infrastructure for commercial fleet vehicles.

CHAIRMAN WANHUA CHEMICAL

20 Liao Zengtai

Liao has led Wanhua in its evolution
from a polyurethane maker to a chemicals giant with continuous investments
and innovations. In the capital market,
investors have granted their recognition by driving up its stock price to a
skyrocketed high of over CNY150 in
February 2021. Before that, its stock
value had never touched CNY60. Liao
has outlined his company’s future
focus: renewable energy, environment
and climate, and quality of life. Money
has been diverted to those areas. In
Shandong, it has invested in wind and solar energy projects. In Sichuan, it has built up a 60,000 tonne/year polybutylene adipate terephthalate (PBAT) plant and eyes the establishment of a battery materials production base for electric vehicles.

22

FOUNDER AND CEO RECYCLING TECHNOLOGIES

Adrian Griffiths

Recycling Technologies was one of the
early movers in chemical recycling. Its initial public offering has been delayed until
early in 2022 as markets became unsettled due to the impact of the Omicron
coronavirus variant. The group has several projects underway including one in collaboration with INEOS Styrolution which
will invest in the first pyrolysis-based site
in Europe to chemically recycle polystyrene (PS). This pilot project, located in
Swindon, UK is due to become operational in the second half of 2022. Recycling Technologies and three academic institutions were given a grant of
£1.2m to help them improve the nascent technology. The recycling group
is working with the University of Birmingham, University of Surrey, and
Cranfield University to develop new process monitoring systems.
www.icis.com
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CEO SASOL

CEO BERRY GLOBAL

23 Fleetwood Grobler

24 Tom Salmon

Fleetwood Grobler is guiding Sasol
through a challenging period as the
coal to liquids fuels and chemicals producer shifts operationally and technically towards a much educed carbon
footprint. The company has committed
to net zero emissions by 2050 and accelerated 2030 targets from 10% to
30% for its energy and chemicals businesses. The aim is to transition from
coal to natural gas as feedstock and
then over the longer term to green hydrogen and “sustainable carbon”.
Grobler has said that the transition can be delivered without further divestments and offsets. Hydrogen is key for the company - which already produces significant volumes in its coal to liquids facilities. South
Africa is well placed to become a hydrogen economy leader.

Salmon is planning for a boom in recycled plastics demand, with a goal of making 100% of its plastics packaging circular, as more brands aim to meet
recyclable content goals in 2025 and
2030. Berry announced a deal with Wendy’s and LyondellBasell to supply plastic
clear cups with 20% recycled plastic
using a mass balanced approach to Wendy’s US and Canadian restaurants in early
2022. Berry has secured around 300m
lb/year of chemically recycled plastics by
2025, along with about 300m lb/year of
mechanically recycled plastics worldwide. Berry is also developing new
products to make them easier to recycle, such as a dispenser that replaces
the metal spring in nozzles with ones made from PP. Berry has a goal of
achieving net zero GHG emissions by 2050 with a 25% reduction by 2025.

CEO SIBUR

CEO GENOMATICA

25 Dimitry Konov

26 Christophe Schilling

The big news for Russian petrochemical
group, SIBUR, in 2021 was its announcement with compatriot group TAIF of an
agreement to merge assets to create the
fifth largest player globally in both polyolefins and elastomers. According to
SIBUR, the joint entity would produce
8.1m tonnes/year of polyolefins, including
upcoming capacities in their Amur GCC
and EP-600 large-scale projects. Such
capacities in polyolefins production
would be behind only China’s Sinopec
(13.5m tonnes/year), US-based ExxonMobil (12.9m tonnes/year) and LyondellBasell (10.7m tonnes/year), and Saudi
Aramco (8.2m tonnes/year). In October, SIBUR signed a deal to construct
PE and PP projects in Kazakhstan. The group’s huge Amur polymer project
in eastern Russia for the China market broke ground 2020.

The CEO of the winner of a key ICIS Innovation Awards category – the ICIS Process with Best Benefit to the Environment
and Sustainability – continues to make
advances for the long-running technology start-up. Genomatica has commercialised a new process which allows singlestep conversion of sugars to butanediol
(BDO) by an engineered microorganism,
coupled with complete process design,
technology transfer and plant start-up
support. The new technology reduces
GHG emissions up to 93% compared
with conventional technologies, according to the company. In August, the
company scored a huge deal with major athleisure company lululemon
which will also make an equity investment in Genomatica. The companies
will work to create plant-based nylon to replace conventional nylon.

27

CEO BRENNTAG

Christian Kohlpaintner

Christian Kohlpaintner has presided with
success over the most turbulent times in
chemicals logistics, with global supply
chains upended since the pandemic
began. On the earnings side, the company is on course for healthy double-digit
increases year on year in 2021 jumping
on the bandwagon of the recovery. On
the spending side, Kohlpaintner wants a
leaner company and has launched Project Brenntag, an ambitious plan aimed at
boosting profitability and return the company to organic earnings growth. Among
other measures, the cost saving programme includes 1,300 job cuts and
around 100 site closures. It aims for €220m/year in cost savings from
2023. So far, investors like the narrative and Brenntag’s share price is up
nearly 20% in the past 12 months.
www.icis.com
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CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT AND CEO HUNTSMAN

28 Peter Huntsman

Peter Huntsman continues to transform
the company towards specialties with the
$250m acquisition of Gabriel Performance Products, adding specialty additives and epoxy curing agents for CASE
and composites. Huntsman has divested
commodity and intermediates businesses, while building up specialties. It is
boosting ethylene carbonate capacity for
electric vehicle (EV) batteries by sevenfold in Conroe, Texas by mid-2023, and
expects to start up its MDI splitter in Geismar, Louisiana in Q2 2022. In November,
the company was awarded $665m in a long-running legal dispute with
Albemarle. The windfall will allow Huntsman to further fund growth efforts.
With major share price gains in 2021 on the back of strong earnings, Wall
Street believes in the transformation story.
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CEO AGILYX

29 Carlos Monreal

30 Tim Stedman

Carlos Monreal founded Plastic Energy
because of his liking for disruptive technologies and newcomers, following on
from investments by his Greenland Capital fund. The UK-headquartered company aims to “play a significant role” in solving the plastic waste problem, and it is
putting some money into it. It is leading
the way in chemically recycled plastics
technologies, and the company is finding
the right partners that could propel it further. It has signed deals with major global
chemicals players like INEOS and Total to
use its proprietary pyrolysis technology and is building a plant in France to
supply ExxonMobil’s refinery and is jointly building another plant in the
Netherlands with SABIC. The company aims to process 300,000 tonnes/
year of plastic by 2025, with more plant start-ups or expansions planned.

Stedman is advancing the technology
company’s efforts in plastics recycling
through partnerships. It partnered with
ExxonMobil to establish the Cyclyx joint
venture to help scale up the supply of
qualified plastic waste for the recycling
industry. In December, Agilyx announced
a “first of its kind” plastic recovery facility
to process waste plastics for committed
offtake associated with chemical recycling projects on the US Gulf Coast, including ExxonMobil’s project in Baytown,
Texas. The facility is expected to process
up to 60,000 tonnes/year of recycled plastic feedstock with start-up in
late 2022. In October, its patent for PS recycling was extended to all waste
plastics. The company is already producing recycled PS at Tigard, Oregon
and studying a large plant with AmSty in St James, Louisiana.

31

PRESIDENT AND CEO SIAM CEMENT (SGC)

Roongrote Rangsiyopash

Siam Cement CEO and president Roongrote Rangsiyopash is making a big
push towards a low carbon future. The
Thai conglomerate expects the share of
environmentally-friendly products to
account for about 70% of total sales in
2030 from 40% currently, as part of its
circular economy roadmap. It aims to
achieve net zero carbon emissions by
2050. It plans to beef up its “green” polymer capacity to 400,000 tonnes/year
by 2025. In the medium term, its
ASEAN capacity will surge with the
start-up of wholly owned subsidiary Long Son Petrochemical (LSP) in
Vietnam in the first half of 2023; and with the planned second petrochemical complex in Indonesia by its 30.57%-owned affiliate Chandra
Asri Petrochemical, slated to begin production in 2026.

CHAIRMAN ZHEJIANG PETROLEUM & CHEMICAL

PRESIDENT AND CEO NOVA CHEMICALS

32 Luis Sierra

The leader of Canada-based petrochemicals company plans to scale up
volumes of post-consumer resins (PCR)
in the coming years to the level where it
becomes a major business. Sierra is also
working on chemical recycling but is
emphasising mechanically recycled
PCR and sees this being a major business for NOVA in the next decade. When
Sierra came to NOVA as CEO in August
2020, the two key areas he aimed to develop were PCR and decarbonisation. In
November, NOVA announced the shipment of railcar quantities of linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) PCR
to specialty films producer Charter Next Generation (CNG). On the projects front, NOVA is on track for a Q4 2022 start-up of its Canada cracker
expansion and new LLDPE unit.

CEO ASCEND PERFORMANCE MATERIALS

33 Li Shuirong

34 Phil McDivitt

Production units of the second phase
of Zhejiang Petroleum & Chemical’s
$20bn mega refining and petrochemical complex gradually came on stream
in 2021. The site is China’s pilot integration project that minimise fuels production while maximising chemical yields.
Still, with a refining capacity of
800,000 bbl/day, the complex is now
China’s biggest crude processor. In
green initiatives, the company is looking into the technology of direct processing crude into olefins to lower carbon emissions. Also, the company is actively drawing up plans to
capture and utilise CO2 to produce acetic acid and synthetic gas. In
addition, all its heating, cracking and conversion furnaces are taking
de-sulphurised dry gas and syngas so as to reduce emissions.

McDivitt is growing the nylon and compounding business through acquisition
and innovation. In December, Ascend announced a deal to buy a compounding
facility in Mexico and the assets of DM
Color Mexicana, expanding its global
footprint to Latin America. In January
2021, it closed the acquisition of Francebased Eurostar Engineering Plastics, enhancing its electrical and electronic (E&E)
capabilities with a wide range of nylon
6,6, nylon 6, and polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) products. Ascend aims to grow
its Acteev antimicrobial nylon business into a substantial part of the company in the coming years. In May, it announced its commitment to cut
GHG emissions by 80% by 2030. Today it is cutting emissions of nitrous
oxide, buying solar energy and bringing on cogeneration units at its sites.
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CEO SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

CEO PURECYCLE

35 John Morikis

36 Mike Otworth

Morikis is overseeing the US coatings giant’s transition towards sustainability by
committing to reduce the environmental
footprint of its global operations. By
2030, the company intends to reduce
absolute Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions
by 30%, increase renewable energy to
50% of total electricity usage, increase
operational energy efficiency by 20%,
and reduce waste disposal intensity by
25%. The company is acquiring Specialty
Polymers Inc, a manufacturer of waterbased polymers used in architectural and
industrial coatings, to expand its internal resin manufacturing capability.
Sherwin-Williams was the ICIS Company of the Year in 2021 based on its
strong financial performance in 2020. In 2021, earnings were resilient despite high raw material costs and feedstock and logistics constraints.

Otworth is overseeing the construction
of two recycled polypropylene (R-PP) in
the US - one in Ironton, Ohio, which has
a single production line and is expected
to produce 105m lb/year (48,000
tonnes/year), and another in Augusta,
Georgia, which includes three lines with
a total nameplate capacity of 390m lb/
year. Volumes at the Ironton plant have
sold out before it begins producing at a
commercial scale. PureCycle Technologies uses licensed proprietary technology developed by Procter & Gamble to
turn used PP and R-PP into consumer goods and products for use in automotive, construction and industrial applications. In 2021, PureCycle
formed partnerships with Japan’s Misui & Co and South Korea’s SK Global Chemical to build recycling plants in their respective home countries.

37

CEO PETRONAS CHEMICALS GROUP

Sazali Hamzah

Hamzah is working towards supporting
Malaysia state energy firm PETRONAS’
goal of net zero carbon emissions by
2050, as well as looking at opportunities
to grow in specialty chemicals via M&A.
The company has three projects in the
works: its subsidiary Da Vinci Group’s silicone blending facility in Gebeng, Pahang; the expansion of Da Vinci’s lubriant
additibes and chemicals plant in Echt,
Netherlands; and a partnership for liquid
chemical distribution in Indonesia. The
company is expected to start operations
at its mega Pengerang Integrated Complex in southern Malaysia in the first
quarter of 2022. Its growth plans also include green initiatives such as investment in the world’s first bio-monethylene glycol (MEG) pilot plant via
direct conversion from palm biomass utilising in-house technology.

CHAIRMAN AND CEO EASTMAN CHEMICAL

CEO LG CHEM

38 Hak-Cheol Shin
Under Cheol Shin’s leadership, LG
Chem recently joined with fellow Korean producer GS Caltex to develop mass
production technology for 3HP (hydroxypropionic acid) - a biodegradable
plastic material - to promote the circular economy and in keeping with its target to be carbon-neutral by 2050. 3HP
- an eco-friendly material produced
through a microorganism fermenting
process of bio-materials such as glucose and unrefined glycerol derived
from vegetable oil - is drawing attention
as a next-generation platform chemical that can be used as raw materials for a variety of products including biodegradable plastic, as well as
super absorbent polymers (SAP) used in nappies, paints, adhesives
and glues, coating materials, and carbon fibre, among others.

CEO HANWHA SOLUTIONS

39 Mark Costa

40 Kim Dong-kwan

Costa made a huge push at its Innovation Day in December to focus on circular and sustainable products. This will include using its PRT (polyester renewal
technology) to build two additional polyester recycling facilities - one in the US
and the other in EMEA in addition to one
already being built in Kingston, Tennessee, US. Eastman sees PRT projects adding $450m/year in EBITDA by 2026. It
also will use its CRT (carbon renewal
technology) to recycle a wide range of
plastic waste to make intermediates including acetic anhydride. Combined with wood pulp, these will produce
a range of materials including fibres for apparel, eyewear and packaging,
and add $200m/year in EBITDA by 2027. Eastman aims to cut carbon
emissions by a third by 2030 en route to carbon neutrality by 2050.

Hanwha Solutions is investing in “green”
development, with a plan to jointly develop with Korean food and confectionery conglomerate SPC Group ecofriendly biodegradable plastic materials
based on polylactic acid (PLA). It recently fully acquired French renewable energy developer RES Mediterranee for
$860m, marking its entry into the
French power generation market and
expand its power generation portfolio
through wind power and greenfield development. It pledges to achieve net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 via advanced technologies, and has joined
the global initiative to produce electricity with renewable energy. The
company was formed in January 2020 with the merger of Hanwha
Chemical, Hanwha Q CELLS, and Hanwha Advanced Materials.
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Power Players – Ones to Watch
We highlight emerging leaders in the chemical industry, including CEOs and senior
executives that have recently started in new roles. Watch for exciting changes ahead
EVP, CHEMS & PRODUCTS SHELL CHEMICALS

CEO W.R. GRACE

PRESIDENT & CEO CHEVRON PHILLIPS CHEMICAL

Chemicals are key to
the energy transition
at Shell which aims to
become a net zero
energy business by
2050. Robin Mooldijk
has to lead the reshaping of petrochemical operations
into integrated refining and chemicals parks while growing chemicals earnings by $1-2bn over the next few years.
Feedstock availability and feedstock slates will
change, as decisions are taken to move to alternatives in Singapore and Germany have shown.

The veteran former
CEO of LyondellBasell and two-time
CEO award winner
started at Grace in
January 2022. After
building a premier
global petrochemicals
company
through key investments and acquisitions, Patel will have
a very different challenge at specialty
chemicals company Grace, which was recently bought by privately held Standard
Industries.

Bruce Chinn became CEO in April,
and the company
could soon make a
decision on a cracker project it could
develop on the US
Gulf Coast with
Qatar Petroleum.
The cracker furnaces could burn hydrogen or natural gas, with
some processes being electrified. The company broke ground on a new 1-hexene plant
in Texas.

PRESIDENT & CEO CHEMOURS

CEO KNOWDE

CEO & CO-FOUNDER ORIGIN MATERIALS

Starting in July, longtime Chemours chief
operating
officer
Newman took over as
CEO from Mark Vergnano. Early on, he has
managed feedstock
constraints in TiO2
well, and maintained
strong traction on
long-term contract business. Newman seeks
to focus M&A on its fluoro businesses and
TiO2. In December, Chemours completed the
sale of its mining solutions business for $521m.

Amin-Javaheri is betting that younger
workers joining the
chemical industry
makes it the right
time to successfully
launch a digital marketplace. The company has some industry veterans on
board and has so far attracted about 4,000
suppliers on its digital chemicals marketplace. Knowde can start up a company’s
digital storefront in weeks.

Bissell and co-CEO
Rich Riley have led the
technology start-up
through a year of opportunities.
Origin
formed several partnerships to open avenues of application for
its technology. Origin’s technology turns
woody biomass to produce materials such as
paraxylene (PX). Origin is working with Packaging Matters to develop polyethylene furaonate
(PEF), a polyester similar to PET.

CEO VERSALIS

CEO BOREALIS

CEO MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL

Adriano Alfani was appointed CEO of Versalis in January 2021,
replacing Daniele Ferrari. Alfani came from
Dow where he had
served most recently
as senior global business director & strategy director. Under his
leadership, Versalis is continuing its low-carbon
transformation, most recently by signing a deal
with Italian firm BTS Biogas to develop biogas
and biomethane.

Thomas Gangl was
brought in to preside over two transitions: Borealis’ integration into OMV’s
structure as its
petrochemicals division, and the divestment of the fertilizers assets which
became an oddity amid a mostly polyolefins
portfolio. Both tasks have kept Gangl busy
during his 10 months as CEO and he still has
a lot to prove in his new role.

In April 2021, the Belgian-born Gilson became CEO of Japan’s
Mitsubishi Chemical.
He
came
from
France-based food
and pharmaceutical
ingredients producer
Roquette. In December, the company announced a massive pivot to exit its petrochemicals and carbon product businesses,
along with a strategic focus on the electronics
and healthcare and life sciences markets.

Robin Mooldijk

Mark Newman

Adriano Alfani

Bob Patel

Ali Amin-Javaheri

Thomas Gangl
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Bruce Chinn

John Bissell

Jean-Marc Gilson
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ESG, specialties to
drive M&A

Shutterstock

M&A will be focused on investments in
sustainable businesses and technologies

ESG will increasingly loom large in chemicals deal activity along with a massive pivot
towards specialties which is being reflected in valuations. Look for an active 2022
Joseph Chang New York

Chemicals mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
will be driven by companies tilting their portfolios to sustainable products and higher
growth, which managements also increasingly believe go hand-in-hand.
The focus on the environmental part of
ESG (environmental, social and governance)
will not only drive acquisitions of assets that
enable sustainability but also divestitures of
high carbon emitting businesses or those
that serve such markets.
“The ESG angle is stronger than ever in all
chemical deals. The game changer is really
the public awareness. It’s now a must because
consumers and the broader public are really
thinking about ESG,” said Bernd Schneider,
managing director and global co-head of
www.icis.com
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chemicals at investment bank Stifel.
“It has really affected the world to think differently, and that impacts all of the chemical
value chains,” he added.
This is becoming a big component in deal
activity and analysis where sellers of chemicals assets must now detail ESG and carbon
footprint attributes of the business to buyers.
“The more points on ESG you find, the higher
Bernd Schneider
Managing director, Stifel

“The ESG angle is stronger
than ever in all chemical
deals. The game changer
is really the public
awareness”

the valuation. The less points, the more you will
struggle with valuation. So the valuation gaps
widens between non-ESG compliant, fossil fuelfocused players, and those that can really carve
out an interesting ESG angle,” said Schneider.
“In any process we pitch, ESG is front and centre, and making sure companies have the right
messaging, positioning, and actions around that
– not just words or greenwashing. You have to do
something that can be measured, tracked and
quantified,” said Leland Harrs, managing director
at investment bank Houlihan Lokey.
“It’s taken hold in a big way, and if you have a
positive ESG halo, it will be additive to your valuation, and on the negative side, it can be detracting,” he added.
For Switzerland-based specialty chemicals
producer Clariant, a key aspect of its M&A
strategy is that a target must have a positive ❯❯
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❯❯ sustainability impact. In June 2021, Clariant and India Glycols completed the creation
of their 51/49 JV Clariant IGL Specialty Chemicals. The deal combined India Glycols’ renewable bio-ethylene oxide (EO) derivatives business with Clariant’s Industrial and Consumer
Specialties business in India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal.
“Some of our large customers in personal
care [are] looking to shift their feedstocks away
from fossil-based to 100% renewables. This
technology is exactly what allows our clients
globally to do so,” said Clariant CEO Conrad
Keijzer in an interview with ICIS earlier this year.
Clariant’s other acquisition in October 2021
was the remaining 70% stake in Brazilian natural
and organic certified personal care ingredients
company Beraca, which will support “growing
customer demand for sustainable and ethically
sourced materials”, noted Clariant.
Leland Harrs
Managing director, Houlihan Lokey

“It’s taken hold in a big way,
and if you have a positive
ESG halo, it will be additive
to your valuation, and on
the negative side, it can
be detracting”
More corporates are also investing in earlier
stage companies and in new technologies
through acquisitions and investments through
their venture capital arms.
“There is a willingness to make investments in
unproven technologies. Not everything is going
to work and the capital expenditures to scale up
are huge,” said Federico Mennella, managing
director and co-head of the global chemical and
materials practice at Rothschild & Co.
Solvay Ventures announced in December an
investment in DMC Biotechnologies which is developing catalysts to enable production of biobased chemicals for animal feed, human nutrition, cleaning and pharmaceutical applications.
Also in December, ExxonMobil acquired
start-up company Materia, which is developing
a new class of hydrocarbon-based materials
with performance and sustainability advantages. This includes materials that could be stronger, lighter and more durable than existing thermoset products such as epoxy. The lightweight
materials could also replace steel in certain applications, according to the company.
In August, Evonik’s venture capital arm announced investments in two Chinese funds
focusing on circular economy, synthetic biology, battery materials, e-mobility and alternative energy among other areas.
The ESG theme often looms large over deals
that are happening, and can often cause others
not to be completed, the banker pointed out.
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“Some companies that are not in ESG
friendly spaces are having issues and others
are rethinking their strategy in order to comply with ESG parameters,” said Mennella.
“It’s interesting because there are transactions that did not take place because of ESG
considerations,” he added.

Exiting non-ESG businesses

Companies will continue to reshape portfolios, “but now with this added ESG filter”, said
another banker.
“There is a really intense focus now on
whether or not businesses are deemed to be
positive or negative from an ESG perspective,
so you’re starting to see everybody re-evaluating their portfolio for anything that has to do
with oil and gas, or the internal combustion engine (ICE),” said Telly Zachariades, managing
director at Piper Sandler Chemicals.
“That really came to the fore in 2021, but we’re
going to see a lot more activity in 2022, not least
because some of the processes that started in
2021 haven’t reached fruition yet,” he added.
This not only applies to chemicals companies, but private equity portfolios as well as
private equity is alwso facing ESG pressure
from investors.
These non-ESG friendly businesses will
have to find a home somewhere, and that
could be with family offices or other funds
that are not as concerned about resale potential, Zacharaides noted.
“This leaves room to maneuver from focused chemical funds and also more opportunistic funds that don’t feel this pressure from
ESG-focused limited partners and sustainability funds, but only focus on value creation and
cash generation,” said Schneider from Stifel.
This could spell opportunity for buyers.
“There are going to be some people investing in that space that are going to be very
happy several years hence because the companies that are exiting are not doing it for the
marginal dollar but as a matter of strategy,”
said Harrs from Houlihan Lokey.
Companies will seek to exit sectors related
to oil and gas, as well as the internal combustion engine (ICE) as automotive transitions to
electric vehicles (EVs).
Germany-based BASF in December announced it will carve out its auto emissions
catalysts business and also invest up to
€4.5bn in battery materials through 2030. It
said the carve-out would start in January 2022
and is expected to take up to 18 months.
“The new standalone structure will prepare
the business for the upcoming changes in the
ICE market and allow for future strategic options,” said BASF.
Corporate carve-outs are often a prelude to
a divestiture. Timing is uncertain, but the process tends to move more quickly in the US
versus Europe.
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“You see these types of statements more
frequently out of Europe where they telegraph what the move is going to be and legally separate them but remain noncommittal
about the actual path. There’s a much shorter
lag in the US,” said David Schneider, managing director at Houlihan Lokey.
Belgium-based Solvay is in the process of
carving out its soda ash business and is assessing options for its oil and gas segment.
Japan’s Mitsubishi Chemical in December
announced its planned carve-out and future
exit of its petrochemicals and coal chemicals
businesses altogether as it seeks to achieve
carbon neutrality by 2050.
The company will instead focus on electronics materials, EV battery materials, lightweight composites for automotive, specialty
food ingredients, films, polymers for packaging and methyl methacrylate and derivatives.
“ESG is a very prominent and real feature
driving M&A, particularly among public companies. When they announce carbon neutrality by 2050, that requires exiting certain businesses,” said Harrs from Houlihan Lokey.
Croda International in October announced a
strategic review of its Performance Technologies and Industrial Chemicals (PTIC) businesses. The PTIC businesses have key markets in
automotive, polymers and food packaging,
and is focused on growth markets in the circular plastics economy, EVs and other renewable
technologies, according to Croda.
Federico Mennella
Managing director, Rothschild & Co

“There is a willingness to
make investments in
unproven technologies.
Not everything is going to
work and the capital
expenditures to scale up
are huge”
While the businesses clearly have some
sustainability attributes, they simply don’t fit
with Croda’s focus on Consumer Care and
Life Sciences.

Conglomerate discount widens

It’s not just ESG driving chemicals portfolio
shifts but also companies seeking to shed the
dreaded “conglomerate discount” in the public market by focusing on core growth areas.
“If you have a little bit of commodity exposure and a lot of specialty, you don’t get a sumof-the-parts (SOP) value – you get SOP-minus.
So we continue to see companies refine their
portfolios for that very reason,” said David Ruf,
managing director at KeyBanc Capital Markets.
“Specialties have really out-accelerated
commodities/diversifieds, especially since
2018, tracking well into the double digits on an
www.icis.com
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EV/EBITDA (enterprise value to earnings before
interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation)
basis,” he added.
Diversified chemicals producer Trinseo
traded at just 6x estimated 2022 earnings as
of mid-December.
Trinseo CEO Frank Bozich, who came from
specialty chemicals company SI Group, is
seeking a full transformation to specialties.
“We’re still a few years away from getting to
a pure play solutions provider. When 100% of
our business is value-priced – delivering customised solutions - as opposed to formulabased, then the transformation of the portfolio will be largely complete,” said Bozich in a
November interview with ICIS.
The company has been super active on the
M&A front. In September it acquired acrylic materials company Aristech Surfaces for $445m. In
May, it completed its $1.36bn acquisition of
Arkema’s polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
business. On the divestiture side, it is selling its
synthetic rubber business to Synthos for $491m
in a deal expected to be completed in 2022.
Trinseo now plans to start a formal sales
process for its styrenics business in Q1 2022.
A sale of styrene and polystyrene (PS) assets
would shed a great deal of cyclicality.
On the buy side, while Trinseo may pause
and digest its acquisitions in the near term, it
will target engineered materials and CASE
(coatings, adhesives, sealants and elastomers).

Selected specialties valuations surge

In a KeyBanc analysis of EBITDA growth in the
chemicals sector from 2017-2021, specialty
chemicals businesses serving the electronics,
food, personal care and life sciences end-markets vastly outperformed those in industrial,
energy and natural resources end-markets.
On an EBITDA margin basis, through that
time period, there was little distinction between the specialty chemicals companies
serving the two categories, otherwise. And
yet those companies exposed to industrial,
energy and natural resources end-markets
traded at lower valuation multiples.
“That exact same pattern was replicated in
the M&A market,” said Ruf.
“A lot of buyers were making pretty significant distinctions between what has potential
exposure to cyclicality or impact from any
economic downturn in the next 3-5 years, and
what does not,” he added.
In December, Entegris announced its
$6.5bn planned acquisition of electronic materials producer CMC Materials, representing
a hefty multiple of 18.1x adjusted EBITDA for
CMC’s fiscal 2021 ended September.
“From a multiple perspective, the M&A
market has clearly bifurcated into two camps
– the really attractive businesses trading well
into the double-digit range, and then the
more mundane businesses well below 10x,
www.icis.com
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Telly Zachariades
Managing director, Piper Sandler Chemicals

“You’re starting to see
everybody re-evaluating
their portfolio for anything
that has to do with oil and gas,
or the internal combustion
engine (ICE)”
with not much in the middle,” said Zachariades from Piper Sandler.
Ashland is selling its Performance Adhesives
business to Arkema for $1.65bn, at a multiple of
20x trailing 12-month EBITDA.
Arkema noted that the multiple is around
15x estimated 2021 EBITDA after taking into
account tax benefits linked to the structure of
the deal, and that significant pre-tax synergies, estimated at 12.5% of sales, would bring
the EV/EBITDA multiple down to 8.7x by 2026.
CMC and Ashland’s adhesives business are
examples of highly coveted, high margin
businesses being sold at robust valuations.
On the other end is Hexion’s epoxy resins
and composites business, which is being sold
for $1.2bn to Westlake Chemical.
Fermium Research analyst Frank Mitsch estimates the price being paid for Hexion’s epoxy
business at around 4x estimated 2021 EBITDA,
acknowledging the fly-up in epoxy resins prices
is inflating earnings. On a mid-cycle basis, he estimates the deal price is closer to 6x EBITDA.

Accelerating deal speed

Another key theme in the chemicals M&A market is a faster deal process, a consequence of
heightened competition.
“The rapidity in conducting due diligence has
been a differentiating factor in many transactions this year,” said Mennella from Rothschild &
Co, citing DuPont’s $2.3bn acquisition of electronic materials producer Laird Performance
Materials as an example. Rothschild & Co advised Advent International on the sale of Laird.
Other fast due diligence deals include SaintGobain’s acquisition of construction chemicals
company Chryso, and its planned purchase of
GCP Applied Technologies, the banker noted.
“We’re talking days for due diligence. Acquisitive companies are moving extremely
fast,” said Mennella.
“It’s a competitive situation and buyers
want to differentiate themselves. Also, many
strategics have already followed their targets
for some time and managements can move
very quickly,” he added.
In addition, the faster dissemination of information in today’s digital world is often a factor
in speeding up decision making. Arising from
the pandemic, more presentations are given
virtually, which enable a far larger audience
within organisations, said the banker.

So instead of information filtering down,
more people get the information at once, enabling a faster process.
“A number of companies are willing to
complete transactions almost entirely virtually, often without meeting management in person, in order to get there,” said Mennella.
Whereas before buyers and sellers would
want certainty of antitrust clearance and certainty of being able to secure financing, today
they are simply looking to close the deal
quickly, he noted.

Private equity competition

Private equity firms are also quickly honing in
on chosen targets.
“Massive amounts of demand from private
equity, as well as very well-capitalised corporates, coupled with a similarly high level of supply, have resulted in a very choosy market. Processes focused down very quickly – either
getting pre-empted by buyers paying a market
clearing price to take it off the table, or getting
to a shortlist of actively interested buyers after
first-round bids,” said Ruf from KeyBanc.
“People succeeding in those processes
were those that already knew the business
they were looking at, and then making the
judgement call early on that this is where they
were going to spend their calories,” he added.
Once they make that call, private equity
firms are spending funds early, hiring accounting firms, legal advisories and industry
consultants to get a leg up, said the banker.
And on the sell-side, in a target-rich environment, narrowing down potential buyers quickly also makes sense, as if too many are brought
in, they may not devote the resources for a low
probability of success, he explained.
The financing market continues to be exceptionally strong, allowing for faster deal
agreements and closings.
“We see an increasing share for private equity in the deal volume. You still have historically low interest rates and availability of large
amounts of debt. You see leverage levels in
certain sectors above 6x EBITDA is accessible,
and this enables competitiveness for private
equity in deals,” said Schneider from Stifel.
And on the sell side, private equity should
benefit from flexible exit options, including
IPOs or special purpose acquisition company
(SPAC) mergers, he noted.
In December, bio-based plastics technology
company Footprint International announced it
will go public through a merger with a SPAC –
Gores Holdings VIII – at a valuation of $1.6bn.
“We expect private equity acquisition activity will increase meaningfully in 2022 from what
has been a relatively low share of acquisitions
for the last couple of years… as the activity
shifts more to specialties versus commodities,”
said Peter Young, president and managing director of investment bank Young & Partners. ❯❯
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❯❯
“A key factor will be whether prices
ease, since part of the subdued private equity
buying in the last couple of years has been the
high valuations of specialty chemicals targets,” he added.
Very few private equity firms are comfortable buying commodity chemicals businesses,
the banker pointed out.

Smaller public companies taken out

2021 has also seen several deals to take out
smaller publicly traded companies such as
Ferro by Prince International (pending, $2.1bn)
and Kraton by DL Chemical (pending, $2.5bn).
This builds on 2020 activity which saw OMNOVA Solutions bought by Synthomer ($824m)
and Innophos by One Rock Capital ($932m).
“These are public companies in the $1bn-3bn
market cap range with a limited float and which
are covered only by a few analysts. As a result of
these factors, compounded by the relatively significant cost of being public, a number of these
companies have been taken private or acquired,” said Mennella from Rothschild & Co.
Hexion, after agreeing in late November to
sell its epoxy business for $1.2bn to Westlake
Chemical, was planning an initial public offering (IPO) on the New York Stock Exchange
along with a sale in a dual track. The remaining
adhesives and versatic acids business had
sales of $1.38bn and EBITDA of $272m in 2020.
On 20 December, Hexion agreed to be acquired by private equity firm American Securities for $2.06bn. Including the assumption of
around $1.24bn in net debt (figures at the end
of Sep 2021), the total enterprise value is
around $3.3bn.
David Ruf
Managing director, KeyBanc Capital Markets

“Specialties have really outaccelerated commodities/
diversifieds, especially
since 2018, tracking well
into the double-digits on
an EV/EBITDA basis”
Earlier, in a November interview with ICIS,
Hexion CEO Craig Rogerson said he was considering a “sale of Hexion or either of the parts”.
The company in April closed the sale of its phenolic specialty resins, hexamine and Europeanbased forest products resins businesses to
Black Diamond and Investindustrial for $425m.

Engineering plastics assets

A number of nylon-based engineering plastics
assets are hitting the market, the most prominent being a large portion of DuPont’s Mobility &
Materials (M&M) business, which includes nylon,
thermoplastic elastomers, and polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) and polybutylene terephtha38 | ICIS Chemical Business | 7-13 January 2022
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late (PBT) compounds for automotive as well as
consumer applications such as appliances,
sporting goods, electronics and packaging.
“Some of the materials are in light-weighting, so that will continue to benefit from EVs
and hybrids but there’s also some portion
coming from high temperature-resistant materials that go under the hood,” said Piper
Sandler’s Zachariades.
“If the assumption is that the ICE will decline
over time, presumably that part of the business
will decline with it. But overall this could be more
than offset by the growth in EVs,” he added.
The DuPont M&M businesses for sale represent around $4.2bn in sales and $1.0bn in operating earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) based on
full-year 2021 estimates.
“I am highly confident we are going to sell it
in one piece. Besides strategic interest, we
think it’s an asset that private equity covets,”
said Ed Breen, CEO of DuPont, at the Young &
Partners Senior Chemical Executive Conference in November.
“We also think private equity is salivating
that DSM is getting rid of their resins business
which is about half the size of ours. [There’s
the potential to] create a powerhouse company with synergies,” he added.
DSM is reviewing strategic options for its
two Materials businesses - Protective Materials and Engineering Materials.
DSM Engineering Materials include nylon,
thermoplastic elastomer, polyphenylene
sulfide (PPS) and PET/PBT compounds used in
automotive, electrical and electronics, building and construction, medical, food packaging and consumer goods.
DSM Protective Materials include ultra-high
molecular weight polyethylene (UHMW-PE) for
protective armour, industrial ropes and slings,
marine nets, apparel and camping equipment.
LANXESS is also carving out its High Performance Materials (HPM) business unit, which
makes nylon, PBT and thermoplastic fibre
composites for the automotive, electrical and
electronics markers. Sales are in the low single-digit billion euro range.
“They’re separating it out and what they’ll
probably do is go after the DSM business
alongside private equity and create a new entity, which could go public at some point,”
said Zachariades from Piper Sandler.
“As you look at the rationale behind much
of the corporate divestitures, it seems these
sellers are repositioning to more ESG friendly
and higher growth outlets,” Schneider from
Houlihan Lokey pointed out.

Coatings consolidation races on

Meanwhile, M&A in the coatings sector continues unabated.
Notable deals announced or closed in 2021
include PPG/Tikkurila (closed June, €1.1bn),
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PPG/Worwag (closed May), Axalta Coating
Systems/U-POL (closed September, $590m),
Hempel/Farrow & Ball (closed September),
Hempel/Wattyl (closed March), Nippon Paint/
Cromology (pending, €1.15bn), AkzoNobel/
Grupo Orbis (pending), AkzoNobel/Titan Paints
(closed March) and Sherwin-Williams/Sika’s European industrial coatings business (pending).
Peter Young
President, Young & Partners

“We expect private equity
acquisition activity will
increase meaningfully in
2022… as the activity shifts
more to specialties
versus commodities”
The next sectors targeted for consolidation
might include oilfield chemicals, mining
chemicals and automotive catalysts, according to Schneider from Stifel. This is especially
the case for companies with a renewed focus
on ESG and sustainability, he noted.
A private equity firm could acquire and
consolidate the multiple oilfield chemicals
businesses that are likely to come to market,
said the banker.
Plastics could also see a wave of consolidation ahead of advances in bio-based polymers.
“Companies with plastics businesses
based on fossil fuels may want to divest now
rather than wait a number of years until innovations in bio-based plastics really break
through,” said Schneider.

Overall deal activity for 2022

Chemicals M&A activity really started picking
up in Q3 2021 and the strong level of activity
should carry into 2022.
“Our forecast for 2022 is a further increase in
M&A activity over 2021 totals, both in dollar terms
and numbers of deals. It will not be a record year,
but the activity will be well above the historical
average,” said Young of Young & Partners.
“Activity will be driven by a number of factors - significant portfolio rearrangement by
the larger players, the desire for growth by
most companies beyond organic growth, strategic transactions that are synergistic or part of
a segment consolidation, low interest rates
and access to debt, strong cash flows, and an
increasing number of sellers that are both strategic and private equity owners,” he added.
One headwind for 2022 M&A activity comes
in the form of taxes. Many deals in 2021 were
spurred or accelerated by a desire to avoid
higher potential capital gains taxes in the US.
In 2022, there is likely to be less tax-driven
urgency with deals already having taken place
in 2021 along with a shift in the political climate that makes major tax hikes less likely. ■
www.icis.com
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Feedstocks at risk
from electric
vehicles

Naphtha supplies will be threatened as refineries close following the growth in
electric vehicles. Chemical companies need to plan now for the inevitable end of the
petrochemicals age
Paul Hodges New Normal Consulting

“How did you go bankrupt?” Bill asked.
“Two ways,” Mike said. “Gradually, then
suddenly.”
These lines from Ernest Hemingway’s classic novel ‘Fiesta’ (US title: ‘The Sun also
Rises’), summarise the potential challenge
for the petchems industry as we move into a
net-zero world.
As Hemingway reminds us, this challenge
has been building for some time, as discussed
here a year ago:
“Understandably, many people and companies hate the idea of having to leave the comfort zone of ‘business as usual’, where tomorrow is likely to be much the same as yesterday.”
And since then, the net-zero agenda has become increasingly important. It will accelerate
the split between potential winners and losers,
as the transformation gathers momentum.
The issue is that transformations take place
along an S-curve, not in a linear fashion. They
start slowly, by creating a virtuous circle to
support the new innovation, while the disadvantages of current offerings steadily become more obvious. And then they accelerate exponentially.
Auto industry developments highlight this
issue. As the European industry association,
ACEA, reports for the period 2014 – Q3 2021:
■ Plug-in/battery electric vehicles (EVs) were
just 1% of the market in 2014, and 3% in 2019.
But by Q3 2021, they had reached 19% as they
entered their exponential growth phase
■ They have already overtaken diesel volume,
which used to be more than 50% of sales as
recently as 2016. And EVs are now impacting
gasoline sales, which have fallen by a third
since 2019, as the chart shows
These trends are not just confined to Europe. China is currently 51% of the EV market,
www.icis.com
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and the USA is moving rapidly to catch up
after a slow start. Consumers clearly like to
drive EVs, and find them easier to maintain.
Insurance costs are usually cheaper, and the
ongoing decline in battery costs means EVs
will soon be cheaper than either diesel or gasoline cars. And resale values for diesel and
gasoline cars will also soon start to weaken as
governments prepare to ban internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle sales.
In turn, this transformation is starting to
impact oil and refining markets. Oil companies including Shell, BP and Repsol are accelerating their push into renewables and recycling, whilst TOTAL has changed its name to
TotalEnergies to highlight the paradigm shift.
Investors, too, are voting with their wallets as
they realise refineries are likely to become
stranded assets.
These developments will soon begin to impact petchems as refinery closures start to
reduce available supplies of naphtha, the core
feedstock. And at the other end of the value
chain, brand owners are accelerating their

moves to meet consumer demands for recycled plastic:
■ Global companies including Coca-Cola,
PepsiCo and Unilever aim to use 25% recycled
plastic by 2025; Nestle and Mars are aiming
for 30%, whilst L’Oréal is targeting 50%
■ In Europe, 300 players along the value
chain, including the European Commission,
aim to boost the market for recycled plastics
to 10m tonnes by 2025
Essentially, therefore, the petrochemicals
industry as we have known and loved it, may
well start to move into an endgame as it is
squeezed from both ends of the value chain.
This squeeze highlights why the concept of
transformation is critical. The challenge today
is to repeat the bold moves made by the industry’s visionary founders in the 1950s and
1960s, when they transformed it from being
coal-based to use oil and gas. That visionary
move set the scene for decades of growth in
revenue and profits. In 2022, we have to focus
on repeating this success by moving rapidly
to use recycled feedstock.
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Of course, the timing for this transformation is not ideal. We are already coping with
the coronavirus pandemic and new Omicron
variant, as well as the ensuing supply chain
chaos. And we are not helped by the return of
geopolitics in the shape of rising oil and gas
prices. As a result, we cannot rule out the risk
of recession in 2022, as inflation forces consumers to cut back on the discretionary
spending that drives the economy.
But 2025 is not very far away. The pressure to
move forward with net-zero targets is increasing, alongside downstream demands to reduce
plastic waste. And there are plenty of potential
disrupters longing for us to fail. We therefore
need to grasp our once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to develop a truly circular economy. Waste
plastic needs to be transformed into a valuable
resource, and recycled back into the plastic
products needed by the local community.
The need now, as I noted here ahead of
COP26 (‘A look back from 2030’, 8-14 October
2021) is for companies “to introduce Challenge
Workshops for their key staff, to develop the
new business models and strategies that will be
required for success”. Having worked through
these areas, strategy teams will need to focus
on the implementation issues that will arise:
■ Inevitably, the transformation means that
some of today’s crackers will become stranded
assets over time as refineries start to close. They
will also be squeezed by lower operating rates,
given that more than half of all polyethylene,
and a third of polypropylene, is currently used
in plastics packaging. The box below highlights
five potential criteria to help judge their survival

prospects. It also suggests that some crackers
could survive by proactively replacing lost
naphtha supplies with pyrolysis and other feeds
from chemically recycled plastic
■ At the same time, the teams will need to develop the pathways which will enable today’s
waste plastic to be turned into a valuable resource, based on the concept of renewable

Five criteria for steam cracker survival
■ Scope 3 emissions. These are usually
the largest volume of CO2 emissions
as they include all the indirect emissions that occur along the value
chain. Crackers responsible for the
highest emissions will be at risk, unless management can find a way of
making major reductions in collaboration with upstream and downstream partners.
■D
 erivative viability. Not every product
is going to be hit at the same time, or
to the same extent. Those most at
risk will be those linked to areas such
as plastics packaging, where demand
will disappear most quickly. Brand
owners are already highly focused on
this issue, and are unlikely to suddenly abandon it.
■F
 eedstock availability. Refiners’ priorities for survival are unlikely to include
supply into crackers, as the volume is
too small to matter. Those most at
40 | ICIS Chemical Business | 7-13 January 2022
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risk will be linked to countries/regions
where moves to EVs are fastest.
Some companies have already reconfigured their sites to become biorefineries, but the scope for this is
not universal.
■C
 racker size. Over the next few years,
size will be a strategic issue. Worldscale and smaller plants will be most
at risk, as they will lack the flexibility
required to navigate the likely very
uncertain future ahead. Many
European sites, however, consist of 2
adjoining crackers and so will be easier to rationalise.
■ Location. Integration has been a critical success factor in the past, but this
is likely to be less important in the future. Those most at risk will be plants
where the local and national authorities see no overwhelming need for
their survival, when set against their
environmental impact.
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carbon. The EU’s Holy Grail project will be a
critical element in designing the new business model, as its digital watermarks will allow
high-speed sorting of post-consumer waste
into the relevant streams for recycling. The
chart suggests a possible model for this development, based on the need to establish a
circular economy focused on building collaboration across the whole value chain.
It suggests that a city-based hub-and-spoke
model for recycling is likely to prove most effective. One practical reason is that consumers are unlikely to take kindly to the idea of millions of tonnes of waste plastic being
transported across countries for hundreds of
kilometres. And the CO2 emissions generated
by all this trucking would make net-zero targets even harder to reach. Instead, the new
model will enable companies to focus on introducing a range of new technologies, including 3D printing, with the aim of turning
post-consumer waste back into plastic products for sale into the local community.
2022 is therefore likely to prove an exciting,
if challenging, time for those prepared to embrace change and new opportunities. As the
CEO of Stellantis, the world’s fourth largest
auto company has highlighted, “This transformation period is a wonderful opportunity to
reset the clock and start a new race.” ■
Paul Hodges is chairman of New
Normal Consulting, who offer
Challenge Workshops on Net Zero
strategies. He also publishes The pH
Report and writes the ICIS Chemicals
& the Economy blog.
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ICIS Virtual Training - Advanced
Purchasing Skills
25-28 January
The course offers
critical practical
insights for buying
and selling chemicals, presenting you
with unique techniques to help
strengthen your
purchasing strategies. Delegates will
receive comprehensive insights into
different analytical
tools, negotiation
techniques, and a
plan execution that
will enable you to
navigate the market
confidently while
minimising risks.
The course will focus
on areas important
to all purchasing
professionals and
decision-makers at
all levels working in
sales, trading, supply
chain and many
more. Click HERE for
more information
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icis.com/
subscriber/icb
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CONFERENCES & EVENTS
WHAT’S ON

Dates for your diary

Forthcoming ICIS events worldwide

Virtual Conferences

The 2022 Conference Calendar will be announced
shortly
Connect. Engage. Learn.
ICIS conferences and events bring together
communities from across the value chain within the
chemical and energy sectors.

2022 INTERNATIONAL
PETROCHEMICAL CONFERENCE
27–29 March 2022, Grand Hyatt San Antonio
San Antonio, Texas, US
The International Petrochemical Conference (IPC) is
the world’s largest and most prestigious conference
representing the petrochemicals industry. The meeting
consists of sessions covering key political, economic
and environmental issues affecting the petrochemical
industry. The sessions emphasise global competitiveness
in the petrochemicals business and are presented by
recognised experts in the areas of petrochemicals
markets, economics and politics.
For more details, contact AFPM
Tel: +1 202 457 0480
Email: meetings@afpm.org
www.afpm.org/events

Through our virtual, hybrid and face-to-face events, we
aim to create a space to support, inspire and interact
with our community networks.
With the safety and welfare of our customers and
colleagues our utmost priority, we are gradually
re-introducing face-to-face events towards the end of
2021 in a hybrid format, enabling local audiences to
meet in-person while providing an interactive virtual
event experience for those unable to travel or with
safety concerns. ICIS is proud to have supported our
communities through the pandemic by providing a
space to connect, engage and learn.
Our event portfolio includes:
Base Oils & Lubricants			
Polymers				
Surfactants & Oleochemicals		
Basic Chemicals & Value Chains		
Energy
Interested in partnering with us?
For more information about the value we can bring to
your business, contact Sarah Harvey, commercial
director, ICIS at sarah.harvey@icis.com

Virtual Training Courses
Learn. Develop. Discover.

Chemicals series: Enhance and accelerate your
industry expertise and stay on top of market impacts
and trends with our combination of introductory and
advanced virtual courses:
Petrochemicals: An In-Depth Introduction
An Introduction to Plastics Recycling		
An Introduction to Polyolefins		
Surfactants Business Essentials		
Advanced Purchasing Skills

Advanced Purchasing Skills 		

25-28 January
2pm London / 9am New York (EMEA/Americas)

ASC 2022 WORLD
ADHESIVE AND SEALANT
CONFERENCE
25-27 April 2022, Hilton Chicago
Chicago, Illinois, US
The World Adhesive and Sealant Conference
(WAC) is the most important international event
for stakeholders in the adhesive and sealant
industry worldwide.
For more details, contact Malinda Armstrong at ASC
Tel: +1 301 986 9700 ext 1106
Email: malinda.armstrong@ascouncil.org
www.ascouncil.org/events
www.icis.com
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This course offers practical insights that are critical
when buying and selling chemicals. It will present
you with unique techniques that will help strengthen
your purchasing strategies.		
Click HERE to find out more

Energy series: Gain business-critical and in-depth
market insights from industry experts to help you
navigate the complex energy markets successfully:
Global LNG Markets & Pricing		
Base Oils Series			
Technical Analysis: A Comprehensive Course

Fertilizers series: Gain business-critical and
data-driven market insights from ICIS & Proagrica
industry experts to help you deepen your
understanding of fertilizer markets: 			
				

Fertilizers - An In-Depth Introduction 		
7-9 February
2pm London / 9am New York (EMEA/Americas)

This course offers everything you need to know
about fertilizers. A solid understanding of the
fertilizers market is crucial to anyone who works
within the industry. 			
Click HERE to find out more

Need tailored in-house training?

If you have a team of 10 or more and require a bespoke
training programme, get in touch to find out how we
can help.
Email: icis.training@rbi.co.uk

For more information:
icis.com/conferences
and icis.com/training
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For up-to-date information on more
than 120 global commodities, visit:
icis.com/about/price-reports

Base oils
Matthew Chong Singapore

Uses
Base oils are the main component of finished
lubricants. Most base oils are combined with
chemical additives to form finished lubricants
such as motor oil.
The traditional method of production involves solvent extraction to remove aromatic
compounds and solvent de-waxing. More recently, hydroprocessing techniques employing hydrogen and catalysts have been used.
Group I base oils, which are mostly produced by solvent processing, are used in less
demanding applications. Group II and III are
produced by hydroprocessing and used in
higher performing lubricants. Group IV oils
are synthetic oils, typically based on polyalphaolefins (PAOs). Group V oils are used in the
formulation of oil additives.
Supply/demand
Group I supply in Q3 2021 steadily recovered,
albeit the speed of the recovery in Japan was
curbed as Idemitsu Kosan’s Chiba unit had
technical trouble until late September.
Energy giant ExxonMobil ramped up production at its Singapore Group I unit to full
capacity after it was restarted in H1 May 2021.
The unit was taken off line for a year due to
poor refining margins.
Overall Group II supply recovered in H2 2021
as South Korean refiners, the main exporters of
Group II and III cargoes, began running their
units normally after a couple of them completed turnarounds at their units in H1.
Supply of Group II heavy grade 500/600N

was relatively tighter than that of light grades
70N and 150N in the first-half of the year, but
150N supply became tighter in Q3 and Q4
while 500/600N supply turned longish.
As for Group III, supply from South Korea
increased in H2 2021 as SK Lubricants ran its
Group III units normally after its two units
were restarted in Q2 from a turnaround.
Shortage of Group III 4 and 6cSt grades in
Asia became less apparent in H2 2021, although 8cSt remained in relative abundance.
Overall base oils demand in Asia remained in
the doldrums in H2 2021 as buyers stayed on
the sidelines to monitor the market in view of
rapidly declining Group I prices from August.

Prices
Group I SN500 and brightstock prices in Asia
were on an uptrend until March 2021 before
stabilising until August prior to a steep declines on improved supply and tepid demand.
Group II prices for both light and heavy
grades 150N and 500/600N in northeast Asia
followed a similar trend to Group I prices for
most of the first three quarters of the year.
Group II 150N prices were slightly lower, before
regaining some ground in October amid tighter supply and rising crude and gasoil prices.
Group III 4 and 6cSt prices in northeast
Asia rose until around July/August before stabilising for the rest of the year on generally
balanced supply and demand fundamentals.
The uptick in 8cSt prices stalled in May and
held steady until August before slipping due
to long supply and weak demand.
Technology
Base oil is oil with a boiling point in the range
550-1,050˚F (288-566˚C), consisting of hydrocarbons with 18 to 40 carbon atoms. This can
be either paraffinic or naphthenic in nature.
Group I is classified as less than 90% saturates, greater than 0.03% sulphur and is
solvent refined. Brightstock is at the upper
end of the specifications for Grade I base
oils and mainly used in lubricant and additive production.
Group II is defined as being more than
90% saturates, less than 0.03% sulphur and
is often manufactured by hydrocracking.
Group III is greater than 90% saturates, less
than 0.03% sulphur with a viscosity index
above 120.
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Asia/Middle East Group II base oils plants
bbl/day
Company

Location

ExxonMobil

Jurong, Singapore 37,000

Capacity

GS Caltex

Yeosu, South
Korea

23,000

S-Oil

Onsan, South Korea 23,000

Hyundai Oilbank
Shell Base Oil

Daesan, South
Korea

20,000

Shandong
Qingyishan
Petrochemical
Tech.

Linyi, China

16,000

Luberef

Yanbu, Saudi Arabia 14,200

SK Lubricants

Ulsan, South
Korea

14,000

Shandong
Qingyuan Group

Zibo, China

12,000

Formosa
Petrochemical

Mailiao, Taiwan

12,000

Panjin Northern
Asphalt Fuel Co

Panjin, China

8,000

CNOOC

Huizhou, China

8,000

CNOOC

Taizhou, China

8,000

A full list of plants and projects capacities, forecasts, production volumes and
operating rates are available on the
ICIS Supply and Demand database

Outlook
Asia’s Group I base oils supply is expected to
lengthen further in H1 as most refineries are
back to normal following turnarounds and production cuts in 2020 and H1 2021.
As for Group II, supply from South Korea
and Taiwan, the main exporters in the region,
is expected to remain relatively lengthy, especially for heavy grade 500/600N as compared to light grade 150N, due to high inventory levels and tepid demand.
Group III 4cSt and 6cSt supply is expected
to gradually recover from Q1 2022, while 8cSt
will likely remain in abundance, with no major
refinery turnarounds heard in northeast and
southeast Asia during this period.
China, South Korea and southeast Asia demand is likely to be curtailed in January and in
H1 February due to the Lunar New Year holiday which begins on 1 February 2022. ■
Access the archive of the Chemical
Profiles A-Z at icis.com/subscriber/icb/
chemicalprofiles
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Propylene
Michael Sims Houston

Uses
Propylene is mainly used to make polypropylene (PP), which accounts for about half of propylene consumption in the US. Other outlets
for propylene include acrylonitrile (ACN), propylene oxide (PO), a number of alcohols,
cumene and acrylic acid.
Supply/demand
The closing months of 2021 saw demand for
PP eroding from earlier high points. This, in
turn, allowed propylene inventories to build
after being stretched to historic lows due to
production disruptions caused by 2020’s Atlantic hurricane season and February 2021’s
winter storm Uri. Propylene production was
strong for much of the rest of the year, once
Uri-related outages were resolved.
US refinery utilisation in H2 2021 increased
from H1 amid strengthening gasoline and jet
fuel demand, according to the US Energy Information Administration (EIA). This supported production of refinery-grade propylene,
which can be upgraded to polymer-grade
propylene (PGP). Refinery rates finished the
year near pre-pandemic levels.
US propylene capacity saw little growth in
2021, with new crackers increasingly trending
toward ethane-only designs and on-purpose
projects a year or more away from completion.
Prices
US PGP and chemical-grade propylene (CGP)
contract prices decreased in four consecutive
months to end 2021, as inventories returned to

more comfortable levels following Q1’s nadir.
Prices fell by around 35% during that period.
Loosening supply of, and softening demand
for key derivatives further pressured prices, as
did a late-year decline in feedstock costs.
Spot prices for key feedstocks propane and
butane decreased by about a quarter during
the last two months of the year.
Despite cheaper propane and butane,
steam cracker margins finished 2021 favouring ethane as a feedstock, due to lower coproduct credits.
RGP spot prices collapsed during H1 2021
as production bounced back from a pandemic-induced slowdown. However, RGP prices
stabilised in H2, finishing the year down
around 36% year-on-year.
A wide PGP-RGP spread narrowed steadily
during the latter half of the year, compressing
on-purpose propylene margins.

Technology
Propylene comes in three grades: polymer
grade (99.5% minimum purity), chemical
grade (93-94% minimum purity) and refinery
grade (60-70% purity). Refinery grade is rarely
used for chemical derivatives, but is commonly used to produce polymer grade.
There are several routes to produce propylene. Most commonly it is a by-product of gasoline production in fluid catalytic cracking (FCC)
units in refineries or a by-product of steam
cracking natural gas liquids (NGLs) or naphtha.
On-purpose routes for propylene include
metathesis, which converts ethylene into propylene, and propane dehydrogenation (PDH),
which converts propane into propylene. The
prevalence of on-purpose propylene production is expected to rise as lighter cracker feedslates reduce propylene co-production. What
would be the fourth PDH plant in the US is expected to come on line in 2023.
Outlook
ICIS forecasts propylene demand in North
America, including Mexico, will grow by about
3% year on year, potentially increasing from
14.9m tonnes in 2021 to 15.3m tonnes in 2022,
according to Paolo Scafetta, ICIS senior olefins analyst.
Dow is scheduled to bring on stream a new
fluidised catalytic dehydrogenation (FCDh)
unit of 100,000 tonnes/year at Plaquemine,
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US propylene capacity
‘000 tonnes/year
Company

Location

Capacity

Enterprise
Products

Mont Belvieu,
Texas

2,185

LyondellBasell

Channelview,
Texas

1,850

ExxonMobil
Chemical

Baytown, Texas

1,700

Dow

Freeport, Texas

1,471

Enterprise
Products/Total

Mont Belvieu,
Texas

1,360*

ExxonMobil
Chemical

Baton Rouge,
Louisiana

1,275

Shell Chemicals

Norco, Louisiana

1,065

Formosa Plastics
USA

Point Comfort,
Texas

880

BASF Total
Petrochemicals

Port Arthur, Texas 860

Baton Rouge
Propylene
Concentrator
(ExxonMobil/
Enterprise)

Port Allen,
Louisiana

680*

*Splitter only

Louisiana. Inter Pipeline should commission a
525,000 tonne/year integrated PDH unit at
Redwater, Alberta, Canada.
The US will remain a net exporter of propylene, with about 380,000 tonnes expected to
go to the merchant market, unless unexpected issues occur, Scafetta said.
Demand for US propylene is likely to see
higher growth than production, Scafetta said.
North America’s PP capacity is on pace to
expand in 2022, which will spur demand for
the monomer.
According to the ICIS Supply and Demand Database, PP demand in the US and
Canada is expected to rise by 3.8% in 2022
relative to 2021.
As the market enters 2022, demand for
other key derivative ACN is expected to take
off as market participants look to continue filling backlogs from supply chain disruptions.
However, economic concerns remain in
place with inflation running at a multi-decade
high while supply chain issues and labour shortages continue to disrupt economic activity. ■
Access the archive of the Chemical
Profiles A-Z at icis.com/subscriber/icb/
chemicalprofiles
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